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Abstract

Role of neighborhood constraints on deformation twinning in magnesium

by

Brandon Leu

Magnesium alloys have garnered much interest in automotive and aerospace indus-

tries, where simultaneously light-weight and strong components are needed to improve

energy efficiency without sacrificing structural stability. However, the widespread ap-

plication of magnesium has been limited due to its poor room temperature formabil-

ity, which renders it incompatible with modern industrial processing methods, such as

rolling, forming, die punching and extrusion techniques. Unlike traditional structural

metals that deform primarily by dislocation slip, the deformation of magnesium alloys is

carried out by a combination of dislocations motion and the development of deformation

twins. Twinning deformation occurs on the grain scale and can strongly influence the

mechanical properties of the material, such as ductility, strength, and stability. Thus, a

fundamental understanding of how dislocations and twins interact with each other and

with other common microstructural features found in magnesium alloys is critical in the

design of useful magnesium components for industrial applications.

In this work, an elasto-viscoplastic fast-Fourier-transform (EVP-FFT) computation

model was used in order to investigate the interaction between twins and two commonly

encountered microstructural features: precipitates and free surfaces. First, we consider

a newly propagated twin that intersects a Mg17Al12 basal precipitates in AZ91. It is

shown that these precipitates can impede the propagation and thickening of twins, how-

ever, the impingement of a twin against one side of a precipitate can cause local stress

concentrations to develop along the precipitate-matrix boundary, where a new twin of
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the same or different twin variant can nucleate from. Both the relative thickness and

length of the precipitate, in relation to the thickness of the twin, are important factors

that determine how twins can continue to develop. The size of the precipitate is a key

factor in controlling twinning deformation during the early stages of development and

determining the twinning pathways that emerge.

Next, a dislocation-density based hardening law was incorporated into EVP-FFT

framework in order to reveal the evolution of the spatial distribution of dislocation densi-

ties in the microstructure. Here, defect content in addition to adequate stresses are used

as indicators for the determining how twins will continue developing. By considering

twinning from the early stages of deformation, a two-step twin growth mechanism is pro-

posed: starting with an initial twin propagation front that impinges upon a precipitate,

resulting in a stress concentration that develops on the other side of the precipitate that

prompts the formation of a second twin. Subsequently, the backstresses around the first

twin are relaxed by the propagation of a second twin, allowing the first twin to grow at

the twin-precipitate junction and eventually engulf the precipitate. This mechanism sug-

gests that twin growth can be achieved locally with minimal additional external forces,

explaining how relatively large twin domains can develop even in the presence of arrays of

precipitates, despite contradictory reports that precipitates harden against twin growth.

The precipitate spacing is shown to affect the stresses and dislocation generated near the

twin-precipitate interaction site that support twin growth.

Lastly, a method for simulating free surface relaxation was implemented to study how

free surfaces can affect the development of twins. Surface analysis techniques, such as

SEM and TEM, that make up the bulk of the experimental evidence regarding twin de-

velopment inevitably expose twins to free surfaces during the sample preparation process.

The advanced model allows the stress fields generated by the twin to be deconvoluted

from the free surface relaxation and provides insight into the differences between mi-
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cromechanical fields found in the interior of a bulk grain compared to grains at a free

surface. The calculated field predicted by the model when accounting for free surface

effects are quantitatively and qualitatively closer in comparison to experimentally mea-

sured fields. The calculations indicate that twins near the free surfaces have a greater

propensity to develop larger, asymmetrically, and with blunted tips when compared to

twins located in the interior grains.

This works makes several critical advances towards improving the fundamental un-

derstanding of how twins develop in the presence of a field of elastically hard precipitates

and at free surfaces. The improvements of the EVP-FFT modeling framework has been

used to gain a better fundamental understanding of the role of precipitates on twinning

behavior and the microstructural features that influences how twins develop. The model

calculations provide insight into how to control deformation twinning by controlling the

size and spacing of precipitates, which can be achieved through careful alloying selection

and heat treatment processes. Furthermore, the model has revealed the effects of free

surfaces on the experimental observations of twins, illustrating how near surface mea-

surements may not be directly translated to bulk properties. The model introduces a

framework to bridge the connection between lab-scale samples and their bulk counter-

parts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As modern technology advances, there is an ever-growing demand for structural ma-

terials that are simultaneously sustainable, light-weight and strong. Magnesium (Mg)

uniquely satisfies these criterions, while also having good castability and weldability. Mg

is highly recyclable and readily available as the eighth most abundant element in the

Earth’s crust [11]. Furthermore, Mg has a low density of 1.74 g
cm3 and is approximately

30% lighter than aluminum (Al) and 75% lighter than steel. Its low weight and high

specific strength makes Mg an ideal candidate base metal for structural applications.

As a result, Mg-based alloys have become highly desirable in many industrial applica-

tions where light-weighting can yield tremendous benefits for fuel efficiency without the

need to sacrifice structural strength. For example, according to some estimations, light-

weight construction of automobiles can yield up to 10-15% in fuel savings and reduce

CO2 emissions by up to 30% [12].

A common strategy that has been employed to develop Mg alloys with improved

mechanical strength and ductility is through alloying. Table 1.1 lists some Mg alloys
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that have been used in automotive applications [10]. Mg alloys have reported tensile

yield strengths between 156–277 MPa, which is comparable to that of aluminum (100–

240 MPa) [13], however, still far below that of steel (350 MPa) [14]. Another example

can be seen in a Mg alloy containing Zn and Ca that form Guinier-Preston (GP) zones to

achieve a combination of ductility and strength are comparable to aluminum 6000 series

alloys [15]. Despite having comparable mechanical strength to Al, Mg only contributed

to 0.3% of the average weight of a domestic vehicle in 2013 while Al contribute 9.5% [16].

The disparity in industrial application between Mg and Al is due, in large part, to the

challenges associated with manufacturing and processing of Mg components [17]. The

geometry of automotive components can be complex and range greatly in sizes, which

is typically achieved through conventional forming processes that require severe plastic

deformation. A major disadvantage of Mg that has limited its widespread application as

a structural material is its poor formability.

Alloy Comp (%) TS (MPa) YS (MPa) El (%) ρ ( g
cm3 ) Creep*

AZ91D 9Al,0.7Zn,0.17-0.4Mn 230 160 3 1.81 3

AM60B 6Al,0.2Zn,0.15-0.5Mn 220 130 6-8 1.78 3

AM50A 5Al,0.2Zn,0.28-0.5Mn 220 110 6-10 1.78 3

AM20 2Al,0.23Mn 210 90 12 1.78 3

RZ5 4.2Al,1.2Re,0.7Zr 218 148 4 1.78 3

MEZ 2.5Al,1.2Re,0.35Zn 172 145 5 1.78 2

ZAC8506 8Zn,5Al,0.6Ca 219 146 5 1.8 2

AMC5006 5Al,0.6Ca,0.32Mn 156 95 8.5 1.78 2

MRI 151 277 175 7.5 2

MRI 177 275 177 6.7 2

Noranda-A1 202 145 2

Table 1.1: Composition and mechanical properties of magnesium alloys used in auto-
mobiles. Adapted from Baghni et al. [10].
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Poor formability in Mg is primarily caused by its hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) struc-

ture and limited number of active slip systems. Unlike traditional metals, such as Al,

that have a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure with 12 independent slip sys-

tems to accommodate deformation, only three slip systems along the basal plane are

easily activated in Mg at low and room temperatures [18]. However, basal slip does not

accommodate deformation in the direction normal to the basal plane. Instead, defor-

mation twinning is commonly observed in Mg and Mg alloys under ambient conditions.

Twinning is an important mode of plastic deformation in these materials that can pro-

vide greater ductility by accommodating strain along the ⟨c⟩-axis of the crystal and my

reorienting portions of grains more favorably for slip [19, 20]. However, twinning also

strongly influences the strain hardening response [21], texture evolution [22, 23] and the

generation of strain localization that can ultimately lead to premature failure of the ma-

terial under loading [24]. Therefore, in order to develop useful light-weight Mg alloys

for industrial applications, it is necessary to understand how twins develop and their re-

spective roles on the creation of heterogeneous micromechanical fields around them that

control the overall mechanical behavior of the material. This is an outstanding challenge

that is not yet fully understood.

In the following section, an introduction of the predominant dislocation mediated

slip and twinning deformation mechanisms of Mg alloys are presented. Next, the in-

teractions of dislocations with common microstructural features, such as precipitates,

are summarized with respect to their ability to influence the macroscopic mechanical

response. Unlike dislocation-precipitate interactions, which have received much atten-

tion over the years and are generally well understood [25, 26], twin-precipitate are much

less understood. Then, an Elasto-ViscoPlastic Fast-Fourier-Transform (EVP-FFT) crys-

tal plasticity-based model [27] is presented that will be used to calculate and predict

the micromechanical fields associated with developing twins as they interact with vari-
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ous microstructural features, such as precipitates, nearby twins, free surfaces and grain

boundaries. The model is able to give insight into rare twinning events that would be

otherwise difficult to isolate and observe experimentally.

1.2 Plastic deformation in magnesium and its alloys

The commonly observed slip systems in Mg include: basal {0001} ⟨1120⟩, prismatic

{0110} ⟨2110⟩, and pyramidal-I {1011} ⟨1123⟩ [28]. In the past, pyramidal-II slip {1122}

⟨1123⟩ had been frequently reported [29], however, more recent works have surfaced that

support the prevalence of pyramidal-I over pyramidal-II slip [30, 31]. ⟨a⟩-type pyramidal

slip {0111} ⟨2110⟩ is also possible, but has only been reported at higher temperatures,

above 225◦C [32]. At lower temperatures, ⟨a⟩-type basal or prismatic slip have a much

lower critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) to activate and can accommodate strain along

the same directions [32]. The crystallographic slip planes and directions are schematically

illustrated in Figure 1.1a [1].

The values of the CRSS for basal, prismatic and pyramidal ⟨c + a⟩ slip systems and

twinning are varied between reports in the literature and depend heavily on temperature

and chemistry, whether pure Mg [33, 32, 34] or alloyed [35, 36, 37]. However, the relatives

strengths under ambient conditions are well agreed upon, with basal slip and twinning

frequently being the easiest to activate, followed by prismatic, and finally pyramidal

⟨c + a⟩ systems being the hardest [38]. Table 3.1 lists some CRSS values for slip and

twinning that have been reported for Mg and its alloys.

In addition to slip, deformation twins are often found in metals with lower crystal

symmetry that lack five independent slip systems required to satisfy the Taylor criterion

for general plastic deformation; in which case, both slip and twinning are needed. In

Mg, basal ⟨a⟩, prismatic ⟨a⟩ and pyramidal ⟨a⟩ slip only provide four independent slip
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Figure 1.1: Crystallographic (a) slip and (b) twinning systems of HCP metals. Taken
from Fan et al. [1]

Composition Basal ⟨a⟩ Prismatic ⟨a⟩ Pyramidal ⟨c+ a⟩ Tensile twinning Reference

Pure Mg 3.3 35.7 86.2 11 [33]

AZ91 20 85 120 45 [35]

AZ91 44 90 169 NA [39]

AZ31 12 60 100 60 [40]

AZ31B 12 60 100 60 [41]

WE43 12 78 130 85 [36]

Z6 25 113 NA 23 [42]

Mg-Y 9 85 100 10 [43]

Table 1.2: Reported critical resolved shear stress required to activate basal slip, pris-
matic slip, pyramidal slip and tensile twinning. Values are in MPa.
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systems, and while the activation of pyramidal ⟨c + a⟩ slip could provide the additional

independent slip systems, it is difficult to activate due to its large CRSS values [44, 45].

The crystallographic twin systems for HCP crystals are schematically illustrated in Figure

1.1b. Tension twins {1012} ⟨1011⟩, also called extension twins, help to accommodate

⟨c⟩-axis extension [46, 47] and are the most ubiquitous type of twins in Mg at room

temperature, sometimes reaching twin volume fractions of up to 70% by 10% engineering

strain [40, 48]. There are other deformation twin modes, such as compression twins

{1012} ⟨1011⟩, that accommodate ⟨c⟩-axis contraction [46], also called contraction twins,

however, they are relatively uncommon and usually require large stresses to activate

[24, 49, 50, 51].

In principle, twins form through a homogenous simple shearing of the parent lattice

[52]. A subregion of a grain, the twin domain, undergoes a coordinated directional shear

that reorients the twin such that the twin and parent lattices are related to each other

by a reflection about a crystallographic plane or a 180◦ rotation about a crystallographic

direction [28, 53]. In Mg, the twin has a mirror symmetry with the parent lattice about

the twin plane(K1), which is equivalent to a 180◦ rotation about the twinning shear

direction (η1) [54]. The amount of shear and rotation of the twin can vary depending

on the geometry of the crystal structure. For Mg, which has a c
a
ratio of 1.624, the

characteristic twin shear is 12.6% and the twin is reoriented by 86.3◦ [46], as shown in

Figure 1.2 [2, 3].

The formation of twins can be generalized into three distinct stages: twin nucleation,

twin propagation (in the twinning shear direction), and twin growth (in the twin plane

normal direction) [55, 54]. Experimental evidence suggests that twin nucleation is likely

to occur along interfaces, such as grain boundaries [56, 33, 57] where there are adequate

defects and sufficiently high local stresses to support the dislocation reactions necessary

to form a twin nucleus of critical size [58, 59, 60, 61]. Once nucleated, the twin can rapidly
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of (a) the simple shear process in the twin domain
[2] and (b) the resulting crystal reorientation. Schematic adapted from Guo et al. [3]

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of the twinning processes: (a) twin nucleation at a
grain boundary (b) twin propagation in the twinning shear direction across the grain
and (c) twin growth/thickening, characterized by the migration of the twin boundary
in the twin plane normal direction.

propagate across the grain, taking on a lamellar or lenticular shape [62, 63]. Typically,

propagation does not stop until they impinge upon an obstacle, such as a grain boundary

or precipitate [64]; however, in some cases, twins have been observed to terminate in the

interior of the grain [65, 66]. Finally, once the thin twin has been arrested on both ends

and under appropriate loading conditions, the twin boundaries may begin to migrate

and thicken the twin. The dissociation of basal dislocation at the {1012} tensile twin

boundaries in Mg develops facets that facilitate the migration of the twin boundary in

the twin plane normal direction through a combination of twinning dislocation glide and
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climb along the facets [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. As indicated by these studies,

the presence of suitable defects in combination with favorable driving stresses are needed

to advance the twin boundary. Each stage of the twinning process is unique and merits

individual treatment and assessment of their contributions to the overall macroscopic

mechanical properties.

1.3 Precipitates in magnesium alloys

Precipitation strengthening has been an effective approach to improving the mechan-

ical properties of various metallic systems [77, 78, 79]. Precipitation strengthening is

achieved through a distribution of unshearable precipitates throughout the solid-solution

matrix that block the glide of dislocations [26, 25]. The strengthening provided by the

precipitates in Mg alloys has been approximated by an Orowan-type equation, where the

precipitate size, shape, habit plane, orientation, and spacing are all important contribut-

ing factors [80, 81, 4, 82, 83]. Various different precipitates can be formed through careful

alloying and heat treatment processes, which involves a solution treatment at relatively

high temperatures in the α-Mg single-phase region, followed by quenching to obtain a

supersaturated solid-solution of alloying elements in Mg, and lastly a final aging at lower

temperatures, where fine precipitates are able to decompose out of the supersaturated

solution into the Mg matrix and at grain boundaries via continuous and discontinuous

precipitation [4, 84].

In particular, Mg-Al systems have gain much attention [85, 4, 5]. According to the

Mg-Al binary phase diagram, β− Mg17Al12 precipitates can form with an equilibrium

volume fraction up to 11.4% [4]. β−Mg17Al12 precipitates are resistant to dislocation

shearing, have a body-centered-cubic (BCC) crystal structure, and form along the basal

plane of the α-Mg parent matrix with plate-shaped morphology [86, 4]. The Burgers
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orientation relationship ( (0001)α//(011)β and [2110]α//[111]β ) [86, 85], and the similar

Potter [87, 88] orientation relationship ( (0001)α 2◦ from (011)β and [2110]α//[111]β ) have

been reported between the β−Mg17Al12 and the α-Mg parent matrix. A transmission

electron micrograph (TEM) from Nie et al. [4] is shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: TEM micrograph adapted from Nie et al. [4] showing size, distribution
and morphology of commonly observed β−Mg17Al12 precipitates in AZ91. The mi-
crographs correspond to the electron beam parallel to (a) the [2110]α and (b) [0001]α
directions. The orientation of α-Mg is schematically illustrated by the hexagonal in-
sets in yellow.

In contrast to dislocation-precipitate interactions, twin-precipitate interactions are

much less is understood. Unlike slip, twins are three-dimensional and develop through

a sequence of nucleation, propagation and then thickening, as described in Section 1.2.

Precipitates can influence the development of twins during each stage uniquely and thus

precipitate-twin interactions should be treated separately. In regard to precipitate effects

on twin nucleation, it has been suggested that precipitate/matrix interfaces can serve as

nucleation sites since their defect and stress concentrations are higher compared to the

matrix [89]. Consistent with this notion, experimental evidence has shown that the

volume fraction of twins remains consistent, regardless of precipitate volume fractions;

however, the presence of precipitates correlate well with an increase in the density of

twins and a decrease in twin size, implying that precipitates can enhance multiple twin

formation while suppressing twin thickening [90, 42, 91, 92]. Twin-precipitate interactions

that involve twin nucleation have been investigated by computational methods as well.
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Tang et al. used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to show that twin-precipitate

interaction sites can initiate twinning dislocation loops that lead to a reduction in the

resolved shear stress needed to nucleate twinning dislocation partials under strain rates

of 106 1/s at 283 K [93].

A majority of studies in the literature investigate twin-precipitate interactions during

twin thickening. It is generally accepted that a distribution of precipitates can block

and pin the lateral migration of the twin boundary, thereby increasing the resolved shear

stress needed to grow the twin. Some theoretical models have treated twinning synony-

mously with slip and described the strengthening akin to an Orowan bowing mechanism

of twinning dislocation partials around the precipitates [94, 92, 95, 4]. Barnett extended

this idea by representing the twinning dislocations as a wall of super-dislocations, which

yielded closer approximations to experimentally observed values of strengthening [96].

This model was later supported by dislocation-dynamics (DD) simulations [94]. Other

computational methods have been used to study precipitate effects on twin thickening as

well. For example, Jain et al. used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) combined

with visco-plastic self-consistent modeling to study the role of long-range elastic back-

stresses developed by precipitates on hardening slip and twinning [42]. Liu et al. used

crystal plasticity phase-field simulations to show that precipitate size and habit-plane

alignment with the twin boundary play critical roles on the critical resolved shear stress

required for twin thickening [97]. Siska et al. used a crystal plasticity based finite element

method to show that precipitates can indirectly suppress the twin thickening process by

hardening the slip modes that would normally relax the stresses around the twins [39].

Another study, using MD simulations by Fan et al., showed that basal dislocations and

stacking faults can nucleate at the twin-precipitate interfaces, causing local plastic re-

laxation [98]. As a result, they were able to rank the effectiveness of precipitate shapes

on hardening, showing that spheres have the strongest hardening, followed by plates and
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then rods.

Despite the great efforts towards understanding twin-precipitate interactions in the

recent years, there are still many unknowns. For instance, while it is generally accepted

that precipitates impede the growth of twins, large twin domains that can engulf entire

precipitates are still commonly observed [5, 99, 100]. The various analytical and com-

putation models that exist to describe the strengthening by precipitates against twin

thickening do not agree with each other, nor do they accurately predict the experimen-

tally measured values [101, 97]. These studies primarily focus on twins that are prexisting

in the parent matrix, but do not consider how the twins have initially propagated. Fur-

thermore, precipitate effects during the twin propagation stage have been largely ignored

to this point. The ability of precipitates to potentially divert, blunt, or affect the nucle-

ation of new twins after a propagating twin impinges on the precipitate can determine

the final twinning microstructure (e.g., morphology and variant selection) and thus are

important to consider. Also, the role of dislocations on the twin growth process in con-

nection with precipitates have not been studied thoroughly. As discussed in Section 1.2,

adequate stresses in combination with dislocations are important for the migration of the

twin boundaries. While Siska et al. [39] revealed the importance of the plastic accommo-

dation of the surrounding matrix around a twin, the CRSS values used in his simulations

were constant and did not evolve spatially with deformation, thus making it difficult to

assess whether the dislocation densities at the boundaries are sufficient or realistic.
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1.4 Free surface effects during the characterization

of twins

A variety of experimental techniques, including neutron diffraction, X-ray diffraction,

and scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in conjunction with

digital image correlation (DIC) have been employed to understand the effect twins have

on the evolution of internal stresses [102, 103, 41, 9, 104, 64]. X-rays allow for non-

destructive investigation of the internal microstructure, however, it can be limited in

its spatial resolution and interaction volume [105, 106]. Electron microscopy techniques

offer higher resolution, faster data acquisition, and can collect data over larger areas of

the specimen; however, the sample preparation required for these techniques introduces

free surfaces near the areas of interest. Due to the nature of the electron microscopy

techniques, the interaction volume of the electrons and the sample surface are bounded

due to the limited penetration depths of the electrons, often less than 100 µm for SEM

and less than 1 µm for TEM [106]. For this reason, part of the sample preparation

requires the removal of sections of the material until the region of interest is within 100

µm of the free surface for SEM or the creation of thin films with thicknesses below 1 µm

from the bulk sample for TEM. In both cases, the sample preparation process introduces

one or two free surfaces near the region of interest for SEM or TEM, respectively.

The regions of a sample adjacent to free surfaces are physically less constrained than

the regions within the bulk, thus prompting unique material behavior. A few works have

studied the influence of free surfaces on dislocations and the overall mechanical strength

and ductility. For example, Greer et al. suggested a “starvation model” that explains, for

thin samples, that the rate of dislocation loss at the free surface can exceed the dislocation

multiplication rate, resulting in a limited amount of dislocations available to carry out

plastic deformation, consequently hardening the material [107, 108, 109]. Experimental
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TEM evidence has indicated that the escape of dislocations through free surfaces can

result in stress, strain and dislocation density gradients between the bulk and surface of

the sample [110, 111, 112]. The global response of the specimen can be dominated by the

surface regions when the sample dimensions are reduced. These results are supported

by computational finite element method (FEM) analysis [113]. Furthermore, TEM has

shown that free surfaces can directly influence the distribution of dislocation pileups near

the free surface, which could consequently influence plastic response of the material when

compared to the bulk [114].

Computational efforts have also been made to describe the effects of free surfaces

on dislocation behavior. Atomistic studies have shown that, in thin samples, the image

forces on dislocations near free surfaces are different and can cause the Peierls stresses

for dislocation motion to be lower and dislocation mobility to be higher than in the bulk

[115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. Similar conclusions have been drawn using molecular dynamics

(MD) based methods [120, 121]. MD simulations have shown that the stress required

for dislocation nucleation near free surfaces are lower than the bulk [122]. Dislocation

dynamics (DD) simulations have also been implemented in order to capture image force

effects on near-surface dislocations that assist in their fast ejection from the surface

[123, 124]. Additionally, Crone et al. explained that voids, another source of free surfaces,

in Al provided weaker strengthening effects than predicted by classical calculations of

Lothe due to long-range image forces that act on the entire dislocation far away from the

free surface [125, 126].

While free surface effects on dislocation behavior has been a topic of research for some

time, the same treatment of free surfaces effects has not yet been extended to deformation

twinning. One study by Datta et al., using first-principles, found that twins in Ni are

harder to nucleate in thin films than the bulk due to the localization of the electronic

structure near free surfaces [127]. Unlike dislocations, the dimensions of twins can be
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grain-scale, resulting in extensive long-range changes in the local stress states [66]. Any

effect of surfaces on local twin stresses can translate to a change in their propagation and

growth behavior. The experimentally measured stresses and strains, via SEM or TEM,

could be significantly different when compared to the interior of the bulk sample. Thus,

the observations and analysis derived from near free surface techniques on twins in lab

scale samples may not directly translatable to the bulk, making it difficult to predict the

in service properties of Mg alloys.

1.5 Research objectives

The primary goal of this dissertation is to improve the understanding of how tensile

twins develop around common microstructural features found in Mg alloys in order to

advance the development of useful light-weight materials for future industrial applica-

tions. A mesoscale elasto-viscoplastic fast-Fourier-transform (EVP-FFT) model will be

used to calculate the micromechanical fields that emerge in and around developing twins.

The model is able to provide insight into how twins develop by predicting the develop-

ment of internal stress fields and dislocation distributions. In order to accomplish this,

the model will be advanced to account for a three-dimensional representation of twins,

free surfaces, and spatial distribution of dislocation densities. Chapter 2 begins with an

introduction and formulation of the EVP-FFT model used and the associated dislocation-

density-based hardening law that has been integrated into the model. Chapter 3 and 4

discuss the insight gained into the AZ91 material system and how twins interact with

β−Mg17Al12 precipitates that act as elastically hard obstacles. Next, Chapter 5 studies

the development of twins in the presence of a free surface, the limit of an elastically soft

medium. The limitations and challenges of surface characterization sample preparation

techniques and the ability of computational methods to help deconvolute the effects of
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free surfaces from the true internal stress fields is discussed. Lastly, in Chapter 6, closing

remarks and recommendations for future work are presented.

In support of the aforementioned research objective, the following specific goals are

proposed:

1. To isolate and identify twin-precipitate interactions that can influence the prop-

agation and subsequent growth of twins. To date, the study of twin-precipitate

interactions during the propagation stage of twinning has been largely ignored. In

order to understand the wide range of effects that precipitates have on twins, a

holistic approach to twinning has been considered, where twin propagation and

twin growth are considered separately and sequentially. The mechanical response

of the material can be tied to twinning behavior. Thus, a comprehensive under-

standing of how twins form starting from the early stages of deformation, when

the twins are still thin, to the later stages, when the twins have thickened substan-

tially, is needed in order to effectively predict and engineer Mg alloys for industrial

applications.

2. To reveal the evolution of the spatial distribution of dislocation densities as twins

develop. The migration of twin boundaries requires both adequate driving stresses

and dislocations. Thus, it is important to consider both criterion in order to ac-

curately assess the likelihood for twins to develop. Since the plastic deformation

behavior consists of both slip and twinning deformation, it is critical to understand

them both individually and their influences on each other in order to better improve

the forming behavior of Mg alloys.

3. To identify key microstructural features, such as precipitate size and distribution,

that control how twins propagate and how they thicken. Identifying these features

can help guide the design of Mg alloys and heat treatment processes that optimize
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the strength, ductility, and stability of Mg alloys for structural applications.

4. To reveal how free surfaces, commonly introduced during SEM and TEM sample

preparation processes, can influence the experimentally observed dislocation ac-

commodation of strain, twin morphology, and measured stresses and strains. Free

surface effects in lab scale samples can lead to a misrepresentation of the bulk state

of the material and ultimately influence our ability to understand and predict the

material behavior in service. SEM and TEM techniques provide a majority of the

microstructural observations and measurements of internal micromechanical fields

that act as a basis for our understanding of materials. Thus, it is important to

understand how free surfaces can influence the data collected by these character-

ization techniques. By qualitatively and quantitatively deconvoluting the internal

stresses from free surface effects, a more accurate and realistic representation of

the bulk material is achieved, which can greatly improve our ability to efficiently

engineer useful Mg alloys.
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Chapter 2

Crystal Plasticity-based Modeling

(EVP-FFT)

2.1 Introduction

The results and analysis presented in this thesis have been made possible with the help

a crystal-plasticity based elasto-viscoplastic fast-Fourier transform (EVP-FFT) model

[27]. The modeling framework was inspired by the work of Moulinec and Soquet in

1994 [128, 129], who established a numerical method for computing the local and overall

mechanical responses of nonlinear composites materials through an iterative algorithm

that makes use of the Fourier transform of the stress and strain fields. The method

they proposed was computationally efficient and made direct use of microstructural im-

ages taken from experimental techniques, without the need to mesh the microsture, an

advantage over other popular techniques, namely Finite Element Methods (FEM). A

disadvantage of the model, however, is that it operates on a periodic square grid, which

makes it less general than FEM. This technique was later implemented into a mesoscale

model to treat the deformation of polycrystalline materials under the elastic [130], rigid-
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viscoplastic [131], and elasto-viscoplastic regimes [27]. The strength of the EVP-FFT

model lies in its capability to take any arbitrary microstructure and calculate the intra-

granular micromechanical fields, such as internal stresses and strains, that develop under

arbitrary loading from initial elastic loading, through the elastoplastic transition, and the

fully plastic regime [27]. The EVP-FFT model has since been further modified to treat

twinning deformation [66, 132, 133], multi-phase material systems [8, 134, 135, 136], and

free surfaces [137].

2.2 Elasto-ViscoPlastic Fast-Fourier-Transform for-

mulation

Next, a summary of the EVP-FFT formulation is presented. For a more detailed

description of the formulation, the reader is deferred to original paper by Lebensohn et

al. [27]. The FFT solver operates on periodic unit cells and calculates the solution to

the governing equations of equilibrium and compatibility with respect to the imposed

boundary conditions and user defined error limits. The stresses at each Fourier point x

are constitutively related to the elastic strains. Adopting a time-discretized form, the

stresses can at time t+∆t is written as

σt+∆t(x) = C(x) : εe,t+∆t(x) (2.1)

where σ(x) is the Cauchy stress tensor, C(x) is the elastic stiffness tensor, and εe(x)

is the elastic strain tensor. The total strain, ε(x), consists of the sum of εe(x) and the

total plastic strain,εp(x). Accordingly, the elastic strain can be written as

εe,t+∆t(x) = (εt+∆t(x)− εp,t+∆t(x)) (2.2)
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The total plastic strain is comprised of contributions by slip and by twinning [66].

εp,t+∆t(x) = εp,tslip(x) + ε̇pslip(x, σ)∆t+ εp,ttwin(x) + ∆εptwin(x) (2.3)

Where ε̇pslip(x, σ) is the plastic strain-rate tensor by slip and ∆εptwin(x) is an increment

of the deformation twinning shear transformation strain. The plastic strain-rate by slip

is a function of stress and is found by taking the sum of shear rates over the active slip

systems

ε̇pslip(x, σ) =
N∑
s=1

ms(x)γ̇s(x) = γ̇o

N∑
s=1

ms(x)

(
|ms(x) : σ(x)|

τ scrit(x)

)n

sgn (ms(x) : σ(x)) (2.4)

In the above equation, N is the total number of active slip systems and γ̇ is the shear

rate tensors associated with slip system s. m is the symmetric part of the Schmid tensor

ms(x) =
1

2
(bs ⊗ ns + ns ⊗ bs) (2.5)

where bs and ns are the slip direction and slip plane normal of slip system s. γ̇o is

a reference slip rate, usually on the order of the applied strain rate, τ scrit is the critical

resolved shear stress required to activate slip on system s, and n is the stress exponent

(inverse of the strain-rate sensitivity exponent).

The model treats twinning explicitly, meaning the twin is formed in predefined region

of the microstructure [66]. Twinning is achieved through the crystallographic reorienta-

tion of the twin domain by a 180◦ rotation about the twinning shear direction. After-

wards, the twinning transformation shear is incrementally applied until the characteristic

twin shear, gtwin, of the material is fully developed over I twin.
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∆εptwin(x) = mtwin(x)∆γtwin(x) = mtwin(x)
gtwin

I twin
(2.6)

mtwin(x) represents the Schmid tensor associated with the twinning system, such that

mtwin(x) =
1

2

(
btwin ⊗ ntwin + ntwin ⊗ btwin

)
(2.7)

where btwin and ntwin is the twinning shear direction and twin plane normal, respec-

tively. It should be noted here, that outside of the twin domain, εptwin(x) and ∆εptwin(x)

is always zero. During the twinning transformation process, the boundary conditions

held constant and the system is relaxed to a new energetic minimum after each twin

increment.

2.3 Simulation set-up

The simulations presented in this work are primarily concerned with studying the

development of micromechanical fields around tensile twins in Mg and its alloys. The

EVP-FFT framework has been extended to explicitly treat deformation twinning by Arul

Kumar et al. [66]. In this approach, the twin domain is defined a priori and occurs first

through a crystallographic reorientation of the twin volume by a 180◦ rotation about the

twinning shear direction. Then, the characteristic twin shear is incrementally developed

over I twin steps along the twin plane in the twinning shear direction as an eigenstrain

to complete the twinning trasnformation processes. The simulation is relaxed to an

energetic minimum after each I twin and I twin is kept sufficiently large (i.e., 2000) in

order to ensure numeric convergence. The twin-matrix boundary is simply defined as the

border separating the twinned and untwinned domain.

In reality, twins are three dimensional and can vary significantly in size and shape
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in all three directions. In order to study the early stages of twinning, when the twin

has not yet grown significantly, a columnar microstructure is adopted in order simplify

the microstructure. In this case, the twin shear direction and twin plane normal is

kept in-plane, thus no gradients develop in the out-of-plane direction from the twinning

process and the predicted fields are directly comparable with experimentally measured

bright side views of twins [138]. The simulation cell size is chosen to be a minimum of

3 x 500 x 500 voxels, which is sufficiently large to reduce numerical aberrations from

Gibbs phenomenon and allows for the isolated study in individual twin interactions with

reasonable computational costs. The simulation cells typically include a buffer layer that

is 50 voxels thick in each in-plane direction. A minimum buffer layer of 20 voxels is

required in each direction in order to shield the central grain from the overlapping fields

due to the periodic boundary conditions. In all present studies, the buffer layer consists of

individually oriented voxels of the same phase as the parent matrix. The crystallographic

orientations of the buffer layer voxels were sampled from a list of orientatations that

represent a polycrystal with no texture.

In Chapter 5, a fully 3D ellipsoidal twin model is implemented with a simulation cell

size of 174 x 174 x 174 voxels. Due to the massive simulation cell size, a balance was struck

between achieving high resolution micromechanical fields and reasonable compuational

costs (i.e., one month to complete one simulation). The simulation cell size was chosen

to be sufficiently large to avoid significant influences from Gibbs phenomenon. In this

work, a buffer layer of 24 voxels was used and was sufficiently large to avoid overlapping

fields from periodic boundary conditions.
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2.4 Dislocation-density-based hardening law

As ductile metals continue to plastically deform, the stress required to continue the

deformation rises; this phenomenon is generally referred to as strain hardening or work

hardening [139]. Work hardening can be divided into four stages, each in succession:

Stage I, referred to as ”easy glide”, refers to the single slip of single crystals, stage II

describes an athermal linear hardening stage that occurs through the interactions of

glissile dislocations with forest dislocations, stage III is characterized by a decreasing

hardening rate associated with the dynamic recovery of dislocations, and finally stage

IV, which describes the small but sustained hardening that occurs at very large strains

[140, 141]. Furthermore, the work hardening response of Mg can be further influenced

and complicated by deformation twinning [38, 19]. Thus, a better understanding and

modeling the work hardening response of materials that twin is important to accurately

represent the deformation behavior of Mg over a wide range of strains.

Various hardening laws have been incorporated into models, such as Taylor-type

[142, 143], Voce-type [144], and dislocation density (DD) based hardening [145, 33].

However, these models lacked the spatial resolution required to capture the effects of local

grain-to-grain or twin-grain interactions and were inability to predict micromechanical

field gradients across these boundaries that can influence the mechanical response [104,

64, 9, 21], microstructural evolution [75, 76], and texture evolution [22, 23]. Here, a

dislocation-density-based constitutive hardening law developed by Beyerlein and Tomé

in 2008 [145] has been incorporated into the full-field EVP-FFT framework [cite JMEP

and AM]. The presented model is able to spatially resolve the evolution of dislocation

densities and the CRSS of individual slip systems under deformation. The resulting

heterogenous internal stresses and strain fields can then be predicted with intragranular

resolution.
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The CRSS for slip, τ scrit in Equation 2.4, for each slip system s is allowed to evolve

as a function of strain rate and temperature. Below we provide a brief summary of the

constitutive law formulation, however, for a more details approach we refer the reader to

[145]. The resistance to slip on system s is determined through a sum of the following

factors:

τ scrit = τ so + τ sdebris + τ sforest (2.8)

where τ so is the Peierls stress, which is an intrinsic resistance to slip, τ sdebris repre-

sents the resistance to slip due to arrangements of dislocation substructures, and τ sforest

captures the entangling of gliding dislocation by arrays of sessile dislocation lines. The

creation of dislocation debris can involve the interactions between various slip modes and

occurs through dislocation interactions that leave sessile dislocation segments. Accord-

ingly, τ sdebris in Equation 2.8 is expressed as

τ sdebris = Kµbs
√
ρdebris log

1

bs
√

ρdebris
(2.9)

where K is a material constant values at 0.086 [146], bs is the Burgers vector of slip

systems s, µ is the shear modulus of the material, and ρdebris is the total debris dislocation

density. ρdebris is calculated through the sum of debris contributed by each active slip

system

∂ρdebris = q
∑
s

f s∂ρ
debris
rem

∂γs
dγs (2.10)

In the above, q is the rate coefficient for how quickly dislocation debris can accumulate

and is set to 4 [145]. The density ρsrem is the remnant dislocation density of each slip

system that contributes to the formation of debris [147, 148]. f s is a term that describes
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debris dislocation storage rates, which increases with the amount of debris collected [149]

as

f s = Asbs
√

ρdebris (2.11)

In the above, As is related to the interaction length between dislocations and can be

made to scale with temperature [150]. τ sforest in Equation 2.8 represents the resistance to

slip due to arrays of forest dislocations that block dislocation glide [151, 152, 153] and

can be written in the form

τ sforest = χµbs
√
ρs (2.12)

Here, χ is a dislocation interaction coefficient and is set to 0.9 [154]. In this work,

dislocations of slip system mode, such as basal, prismatic, or pyramidal, can only be

hardened by forest dislocations from the same type. The stored forest dislocation den-

sities evolve via a competition between dislocation generation term with coefficient ks
1,

that describes the trapping of gliding dislocations by forest dislocations and a thermally

controlled annihilation term that represents the dynamic recovery of stored dislocations

[155, 150], as follows:

∂ρs

∂γs
= ks

1

√
ρs − ks

2(ε̇, T )ρ
s (2.13)

where the coefficient for dynamic recover, ks
2, is given by

ks
2

ks
1

=
χbs

gs

(
1− kT

Dsb3
ln

ε̇

ε̇o

)
(2.14)

In the above, k, ε̇, ε̇0, D
s, and gs are the Boltzmann’s constant, the strain rate at each

Fourier point, a reference strain rate (set to be 107 1/s) [145], the drag stress [156, 157]
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and a normalized activation energy [158] of slip system s.
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Chapter 3

Twinning pathways enabled by

precipitates in AZ91

3.1 Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) alloys are exceptionally lightweight structural metals (density, ρ ≈

1.74 g
cm3 ), being approximately 30% lighter than aluminum and 75% lighter than steel.

This property alone makes them highly attractive candidates for many structural ap-

plications where lighter components can mean greater energy efficiency and lower costs

[12, 11]. Furthermore, Mg is abundant and recyclable, making it environmentally sus-

tainable [11]. However, many common Mg alloys are not sufficiently strong for typical in-

dustrial applications since their tensile yield strengths lie between 80-120 MPa [159][35],

far below the tensile yield strength of 350 MPa of high-strength steels [14] and below

100-240 MPa that of most aluminum 6000 series alloys [13]. In order to increase their

strengths, various mechanisms have been employed to restrict the motion of dislocation

glide in Mg alloys. A recent study showed that Mg alloys containing Zn and Ca can form

Guinier-Preston (GP) zones to achieve alloys whose combination of ductility and strength
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are comparable to aluminum 6000 series alloys [15]. More commonly, precipitates can be

dispersed throughout the matrix and grain boundaries that block dislocation slip, leading

to reported increases in yield strengths up to 156-324 MPa [10].

A number of studies have been carried out to understand slip-precipitate interac-

tions. It is commonly found that precipitates interact with dislocations by acting as

hard non-shearable obstacles that block the motion of the dislocations through the ma-

trix grain [99, 36]. Accordingly, the increase in the stress required for plastic flow has

been approximated by Orowan looping, where the precipitate size, shape, habit plane

and spacing play important roles in determining the amount of strengthening provided

[160, 82, 161, 81, 4, 97]. Alternatively, some studies have investigated shearable precipi-

tates, wherein the precipitate displayed signs of being sheared by impinging dislocations

[161, 162, 163, 164]. Precipitate shearing tends to occur when the shear planes of the pre-

cipitate and matrix grain are well aligned, a condition that happens more often for basal a

dislocations than non-basal dislocations in Mg alloys [161]. In addition to slip, Mg alloys

also commonly deform by twinning [54]. Twinning deformation occurs through the coor-

dinated directional shearing of a subregion of a grain along a particular crystallographic

twin plane. The resulting twin domain is reoriented with respect to the parent grain, such

that the parent and twin have a mirror symmetry across the twin plane [54]. Twinning

introduces sub-grain domains and the associated boundaries in the microstructure, as

well as heterogeneous stress and strain fields within and in the vicinity of twin domains

[66, 165]. In AZ91, {1012} tensile twinning deformation can occur at room temperature

and large twin volume fractions up to 35% have been observed by 2% strain [100]. Due

to the severe consequences of twinning on the microstructure and local micromechanical

fields, the structural properties of Mg alloys are strongly dependent on their twinning

behavior. Thus, understanding interactions between twins and precipitates is paramount

to designing precipitate-rich Mg alloys with high strength.
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In contrast to slip, twin-precipitate interactions have received less attention. Unlike

slip, twins are three-dimensional domains that form through a sequence of steps, includ-

ing nucleation, propagation and thickening of the twin domain [54]. The twin-precipitate

interactions during each of these steps are unique and important for determining the

development of the overall twinned microstructure and mechanical properties of the al-

loy. In general, experimental studies have found the volume fraction of twins remain

consistent, regardless of precipitate volume fractions [42, 90]. However, the presence of

precipitates correlate well with an increase in the density of twins and a decrease in twin

size, implying that precipitates can enhance multiple twin formation while suppressing

twin thickening [100, 91, 95, 166].

Twin-precipitate interactions that involve twin nucleation have been investigated by

computational methods. Tang et al. used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to show

that twin-precipitate interaction sites can initiate twinning dislocation loops that lead to

a reduction in the resolved shear stress needed to nucleate twinning dislocation partials

under strain rates of 106/s at 283 K [167]. Using MD simulations, Fan et al. showed

that basal dislocations and stacking faults can nucleate at the twin-precipitate interfaces

causing local plastic relaxation [98]. As a result, they were able to rank the effectiveness

of precipitate shapes on hardening, showing that spheres have the strongest hardening,

followed by plates and then rods [98].

A majority of studies in the literature investigate twin-precipitate interactions that

affect twin thickening, where a distribution of precipitates block the lateral migration of

the twin boundary [160, 97, 167, 98]. Some models have been proposed that have treated

twinning synonymously with slip and described the strengthening by Orowan bowing of

twinning dislocation partials around the precipitates [95, 166, 25]. Barnett et al. extended

this idea by representing the twinning dislocations as a wall of super-dislocations, which

yielded closer approximations to experimentally observed values of strengthening [96].
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This model was later supported by dislocation-dynamics (DD) simulations [94]. Jain

et al. used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) combined with visco-plastic self-

consistent modeling to study the role of long-range elastic backstresses developed by

precipitates on tensile twins [42]. Liu et al. used crystal plasticity phase-field simulations

to show that precipitate size and habit-plane alignment with the twin boundary play

critical roles on the resolved shear stress required for twin thickening [97]. Recently, by

employing crystal plasticity based finite element method, Siska et al. simulated the twin-

precipitate interaction in a Mg alloy to study the effect of precipitates on twin boundary

migration [39]. They showed that precipitates can indirectly suppress the twin thickening

process by hardening the slip modes that would normally relax stresses around the twin

[39].

Unlike twin-precipitate interactions involving the interaction between precipitates and

migrating twin boundaries, considerably less studies focus on the effects of interactions of

twin-tips and precipitates during propagation. The ability of precipitates to potentially

divert, blunt, or aid the nucleation of new twins near the interaction site can affect twin-

ning microstructure (e.g., morphology and variant selection), and the accommodation of

plasticity. Understanding how these interactions progress in time is difficult to identify

with local post-mortem analyses, especially when information is collected from many dif-

ferent samples. To gain statistically significant information in this regard, most recently

Xie et al. [5] investigated the effect of precipitates on different stages of {1012} tensile

twinning in a Mg-9 wt.% Al alloy micropillar using precision electron diffraction. They

used a sample that contained a heterogeneous distribution of basal type precipitates,

facilitating the ability to capture the different stages of twin-precipitates interactions

within the same scanned area. In doing so, they were able to isolate twin-precipitate

interactions during propagation in a region where twin thickening was limited. They

observed that basal-plate precipitates can arrest propagating twin tips but seem to allow
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new twins to nucleate on the other side of the precipitate. They considered regions in

the interior volume of the micropillar in addition to near the surface and found that

precipitates tend to promote multiple twin formation, in line with observations reported

in the literature [100, 91, 95, 166].

The focus of this study is to elucidate the interactions between twin-tips and precipi-

tates that control the microstructural evolution during the propagation stage of twinning.

A full-field elasto visco-plastic fast Fourier transform (EVP-FFT) model is used to cal-

culate the local stress fields around twin/precipitate configurations involving commonly

observed basal-type precipitates and the {1012} tensile twin in AZ91 alloy [5, 84]. The

twin plane resolved shear stress (TRSS) in the vicinity of the twin boundary, twin tip,

and around the precipitates are used to determine the local driving forces available for

different bypass mechanisms and gain some insight into which one is likely to occur. For

most cases, the twin thickness is much finer than the length of the precipitate.

The impingement of a single propagating twin near the center and edges of plate-

shaped basal precipitates is simulated. The thickness of the precipitate, relative to the

thickness of the twin, is shown to have a strong effect on the likely outcome of the in-

teraction or bypass mechanism. The findings support that central-impingement is more

effective at blocking twin propagation than edge-impingement. In both cases, highly

localized twin stresses develop around the impingement site that can serve as sites for

new twins to nucleate. These results may help to identify cases in which complex net-

work structures of twins that apparently “cross” precipitates can emerge. To continue

propagating, it is not likely that the twin would thicken or migrate around the precipi-

tate but would rather reform on the other side of the precipitate. The effects of relative

precipitate thickness on the number, location and variant of twins that can form in this

situation are investigated.
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3.2 Model set-up

In this work, the material system is the AZ91 Mg alloy containing Mg17Al12 precip-

itates. AZ91 has a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure and the elastic con-

stants C11, C12, C13, C33 and C44 are 59.75, 23.24, 21.7, 61.7 and 16.39 GPa, respectively

[168]. The initial CRSS for AZ91 for the prismatic ⟨a⟩, basal ⟨a⟩ and pyramidal-type I

⟨c + a⟩ slip modes were constant throughout the simulation and set to 100, 35, and 160

MPa, respectively [35]. Only the twinning shear transformation is simulated, with no

pre- or post-twin straining. Thus, strain hardening was not considered since it is not ex-

pected to significantly influence the twinning shear transformation process and allows for

easier interpretation of the twin-precipitate interaction induced micromechanical fields.

The Mg17Al12 precipitate has a body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure, and the

elastic constants C11, C12, and C44 are 86.8, 29.0, and 20.0 GPa, respectively [169]. In

the simulation, the precipitate is treated as an elastically deforming body. It has been

observed experimentally that even when twins fully engulf these precipitates they do not

shear or plastically deform [99, 170].

The simulation size is 3 x 600 x 600 voxels and consists of a 50-voxel thick buffer

layer (dark blue) that encompasses the parent grain. The buffer layer approximates the

response of a polycrystalline medium with a uniform distribution of crystal orientations

(i.e., random texture), and is sufficiently thick to prevent the micromechanical fields from

overlapping due to the periodic boundary conditions. The simulations are designed to

elucidate the influence of Mg17Al12 basal precipitates on {1012} tensile twin development

within AZ91 alloy. Figure 3.1 illustrates the periodic simulation cell in all simulations, de-

picting a tensile twin (red) lamella impinging on a Mg17Al12 β-phase precipitate (orange)

within the center of a parent grain (light blue).

The crystallographic orientation of the parent grain, in the Bunge convention, is
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(0◦, 90◦, 0◦), which aligns its c-axis with the y-direction. The orientation of the parent

grain is represented by the hexagonal inset in the top left, Figure 3.1a. Based on the

experimental observations, the basal precipitate assumes a thin plate-shape and lies on

a habit plane that is parallel to the basal plane of the matrix grain [84, 87, 88]. The pre-

cipitate and the matrix share the Potter orientation relationship, commonly observed in

electron microscopy, given by (0001)Mg 2
◦ from (011)β, [2110]Mg // [111]β], and (0111)Mg

// (110)β [99, 84, 88]. Accordingly, the crystallographic orientation of the precipitate for

the selected parent grain orientation is given by (39.23◦, 114◦, 63.43◦), in the Bunge con-

vention. The angle of incidence of the twin on the basal precipitate depends on the twin

type and its variant. In this work, the variant explicitly simulated is the (0112)[0111]

tensile twin, with both its twin plane normal and twin shear direction lying in the y-z

plane. In this way, there is no out-of-plane twinning shear in the x-y and x-z planes,

and thus allowing for a 2D model setup and lower computational costs. The selection

of another {1012} tensile twin variant or orientation of the precipitate within the Potter

orientation relationship is not expected to yield significantly different results.

With periodic boundary conditions, the microstructure is columnar with the cross-

section shown in Figure 3.1a. While a 3D simulation is possible with the EVP-FFTmodel,

it is not necessary since the simplified 2D microstructure can reasonably approximate the

majority of twin-precipitate impingement events. More importantly, the crystallography

of the {1012} tensile twin and basal precipitates selected for this work permits simulating

the interactions in 2D. Typically, little is known about the twin geometry in the out-of-

plane of the viewing surface, as these are not readily described in the literature due to the

2D nature of electron-microscopy-based techniques. For these reasons, the 2D version is

valid, with the added benefit of permitting more attention to be paid to the relative size of

the twin with respect to the precipitate dimensions in the in-plane direction. The results

can be extrapolated in the out-of-plane directions where the relative twin thickness and
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the out-of-plane dimension of the precipitate would be important.

The twin thickness, tt, and precipitate thickness, tp, are shown in Figure 3.1a. The

geometry of the plate-shaped precipitates is such that it is large in two dimensions (z-

and x-directions) and can be approximated as infinite in comparison to the thickness of

newly propagating twins in this studying. Thus, the simplified 2D model is sufficient,

as modeling the third infinitely large dimension (x-direction) is not expected to change

the trends observed in this work. The small dimension of the precipitate (y-direction)

is varied to demonstrate how the precipitate thickness can influence twin propagation.

The EVP-FFT formulation does not intrinsically contain any physical length scales, and

thus relative sizes between the twin-tip thickness and precipitate thickness are used to

correlate with experimentally observed microstructures. We have chosen a twin thickness

of 22 voxels and a range of precipitate thicknesses from 3 to 88 voxels, resulting in relative

precipitate thicknesses with respect to twin-tip thickness that range from 0.14−4.0. In the

micrographs presented in the literature, it can be observed that precipitate thicknesses

range from 20 − 400 nm [99, 5, 101]. By considering a large precipitate thickness of

400 nm represented by 88 voxels, our simulations would correspond with precipitate

thicknesses in the range of 13.6−400 nm and a twin thickness of 100 nm, within reasonable

approximations of early-stage twin propagation.

In the calculations that follow, focus is given to the interaction of the twin tip with

precipitates during twin propagation. Newly formed twins that first propagate across the

twin-free grain are usually thin compared to the grain size and plate-shape precipitates.

Thus, the twin is more likely to impinge somewhere in the central portion of the pre-

cipitate, away from the edges. Here two general, yet distinct, situations are presented:

central impingement and near-edge impingement.
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3.3 Precipitate effects on twin stresses

Figure 3.1: The calculated TRSS fields without and with a basal-plate Mg17Al12
precipitate. a) Schematic of the simulation set-up. A polycrystalline buffer layer
surrounds the parent grain of AZ91 Mg alloy. The Mg17Al12 precipitate lies on the
basal plane of the parent grain with a {1012} tensile twin impinging on it. The
orientation of the parent grain is illustrated by the hexagonal inset. Peak TRSS
values develop in regions ωopp and ωobtuse are marked with black dotted lines on both
sides of the precipitate. b) The TRSS field when a twin develops without a precipitate
nearby. c) The TRSS field when a twin impinges on a precipitate. The twin boundary
is outlined in dashed black lines.

The local stress state around the twin, after it has impinged on a precipitate is used

to infer how the precipitate would affect twin propagation and thickening. When a twin

develops inside a crystal, due to the crystallographic reorientation and local shearing

imposed by the twin, the twin alters the stress state of the crystal compared to the

twin-free state. Figure 3.1a shows the twin and a precipitate lying on the basal plane

and oriented such that the twin tip would impinge on the center of the precipitate. The

precipitate is five times longer than its thickness, and the twin thickness is equal to the

thickness of the precipitate.

Figures 3.1b and 3.1c compare the calculated twinning resolved shear stress (TRSS)

fields without and with the precipitate, respectively. This stress component is the stress

state projected onto the twin plane along the twinning shear direction to determine the
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driving force for twin development, including propagation and thickening. A positive

TRSS supports twin propagation and thickening, while a negative TRSS acts against it

(an anti-twinning stress) [54]. In the precipitate-free case, TRSS of about +100 MPa

localize in a small region ahead of the twin tip, favoring twin-tip propagation. Along

the twin boundary, however, TRSS of about −125 MPa develop, which hinders twin

thickening. Figure 3.1c shows that with a hard precipitate, the forward stresses ahead

of the twin-tip, in the region ωopp, decrease by approximately 25% to approximately +75

MPa, compared to the precipitate-free case. Additionally, the high stress region in ωopp

becomes less localized. The anti-twinning stresses along the twin boundary, however, are

similar to the precipitate-free case. With the precipitate, in order for the twin to continue

propagation, it would have to reform on the other side of the precipitate. Compared to

continued twin-tip propagation without the precipitate, a larger critical stress is clearly

required. With the lower driving stress and requirement to reform a new twin in ωopp

and backstresses along the twin boundary, the precipitate hinders the twin from both

propagating and thickening.

In addition to ωopp, located on the opposite side of the precipitate from where the

twin impinges, another highly localized TRSS is generated in a region at ωobtuse, where

the twin and precipitate come together at an obtuse angle, shown in Figure 3.1a. Here,

the TRSS reaches approximately +65 MPa, compared to −20 MPa in the same region

without the precipitate. These results are qualitatively in line with trends observed in

recent work by Siska et al. [39], who used Finite Element Methods (FEM) to study

tensile twins bounded between basal precipitates in AZ91 alloy. Since the precipitates

are elastically deforming bodies that do not twin or shear, twinning in the matrix grain

can only continue through the nucleation of a new twin in ωopp or ωobtuse , or through the

thickening of the initial twin [99, 82, 171]. We discuss these three possibilities below.
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3.4 Formation of multiple twin variants

Twin variants b n

V1 [1011] [1012]

V2* [0111] [0112]

V3 [1101] [1102]

V1a [1011] [1012]

V2a [0111] [0112]

V3a [1101] [1102]

Table 3.1: Crystallographic twin shear direction, b, and twin plane normal, n, of the
{1012} tensile twin variants. The variants V1a, V2a and V3a are the co-zone variants
of variants V1, V2, and V3, respectively. * Denotes the primary twin variant which
is explicitly simulated in this work.

The foregoing TRSS fields correspond to a single twin variant impinging on the pre-

cipitate. However, it is also commonly observed that multiple variants can develop in

grains of deformed precipitate-strengthened Mg alloys [90, 95, 5, 172]. To analyze the

possibility for the formation of multiple variants as a result of the twin/precipitate in-

teraction, we consider the same tensorial stress field generated by the twin lamella and

precipitate as before, but calculate TRSS fields corresponding to all six crystallographic

{1012} tensile twin variants, see Table 1, where V2 is the primary variant which is explic-

itly simulated in this work. Each of the twin variants are related to each other by rotation

symmetry, and thus, the arbitrary choice of any one of the twin variants as the primary

variant would result in equivalent resolved shear stresses among the other five variants.

V2 was selected to be the primary twin variant because its twin plane normal and twin

shear direction lie in-plane (in the Y-Z plane). The TRSS of each of the six variants, V,

is calculated as mV : σ, where mV is the symmetric part of bV ⊗ nV , and bV and nV are

the shear direction and plane normal direction of each twin variant, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: TRSS fields for three tensile twin variants (top row) and their respective
cozone variants (bottom row) due to the impingement of tensile twin variant V2 on
a basal plate precipitate. The crystallographic details of these variants are listed in
Table 1. * Denotes the primary twin variant which is explicitly simulated in this work.

Figure 3.2 presents these TRSS fields for all six tensile twin variants. The top row

shows the TRSS fields for variants V1, V2 and V3 and the bottom row, their respective

cozone variants. The TRSS fields of cozone variant pairs (i.e., V2 and V2a) are nearly

identical. The TRSS fields of all variants experience qualitatively similar trends to that

observed for V2. Among all, twin V2 and its cozone variant experience the largest

intensities of backstresses near the twin boundary and highest stresses ahead of the twin

tip at ωopp. The formation of another twin in ωopp is, therefore, likely to be of the same

variant as the initial variant or its cozone variant (V2 and V2a in this case). If a second

twin of the same V2 variant were to form at ωopp, the impinging twin would appear to
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propagate straight “across” the precipitate. On the other hand, if the variant of this

second twin is the cozone variant V2a, the twin would seem to kink. Such a structure

associated with twin/precipitate junctions has been observed experimentally and referred

to as a zig-zagged chain or quilt-like structure [5]. Interestingly, a stress concentration

has developed on the side of the twin/precipitate junction where the twin and precipitate

intersect at an obtuse angle, at ωobtuse. Analysis of the TRSS in this region finds them to

be positive and heightened above the average stress in the grain. Further, in the ωobtuse

region, the other variants exhibit higher TRSS compared to the impinging twin and its

cozone variant, suggesting that a variant other than V2 or V2a could emanate from

the impingement site. These calculations suggest that the interaction between a single

impinging twin and a precipitate can trigger the development of other twin variants on

both sides of the precipitate, aiding in the development of a complex 3D twin network

structure.

3.5 Effect of precipitate width on multiple twin for-

mation

Prior work had discussed the importance of the twin thickness relative to the precip-

itate length [99], but calculations of the TRSS fields indicates that the thickness of the

precipitate, tP , should also be important. By comparing Figure 3.1b and 3.1c, we observe

a shielding effect on the TRSS for the twin (V2) in ωopp provided by the precipitate. It

is the result of the elastically deforming rigid precipitate resisting the shear of the im-

pinging twin and limiting the development of stress concentrations in the matrix on the

other side of the precipitate. The extent of shielding is related to precipitate thickness

tp.
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Figure 3.3: The change in average TRSS taken in ωobtuse and ωopp with the precipitate
thickness, tP , normalized by the twin thickness tt. The regions ωobtuse and ωopp are
illustrated in the figure inset.

To examine the effect of tp, we study the local driving stresses on either the opposing

side in the line of twinning shear, in ωopp, or the same side as the twin/precipitate junction,

in ωobtuse. These are the two sites where the twin is most likely to form after impinging

the precipitate. We carried out a series of twin-precipitate interaction calculations for

various precipitate thicknesses ranging from 0.14 to four times the thickness of the twin,

tt. Figure 3.3 shows the variation in the averaged TRSS in ωopp (solid lines) and in ωobtuse

(dashed lines) with varying tp
tt
. The TRSS is averaged in a quarter circle region in ωopp

and in a conical region in ωobtuse, as schematically shown in the Figure 3.3 inset. The

values of the primary twin variant (V2) and its covariant (V2a) are marked in black and

purple, respectively. Within both ωobtuse and ωopp, the TRSS for the primary and cozone

variant have similar values, within 5 MPa of each other. The TRSS values of all the
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other variants are nearly identical (within 5 MPa of each other), and thus, are averaged

together and shown in red.

The results in Figure 3.3 show that as the relative twin thickness increases beyond the

precipitate thickness (i.e., tp
tt
< 1.0), then the twin is more likely to reform on the other

side of the precipitate, and the precipitate has less shielding power. The average TRSS

for V2 and V2a in ωopp are higher than the average TRSS of all the variants in ωobtuse

when tp
tt
< 1.0. Furthermore, the average TRSS values for the V2 and V2a variants range

from about 75-110 MPa and are higher than the average TRSS of all the other variants

by about 30 MPa in this range, indicating that a new twin would preferably form in

ωopp rather than ωobtuse and would likely to be the same variant or the cozone variant

as the impinging twin. In appearance, the twin would seems to “cross” the precipitate,

although it is more like “hopping” over the precipitate, since the precipitate itself does

not twin [99, 173]. This scenario is similar to the apparent crossing reported in studies

of twin-twin interactions [173, 174].

Figure 3.3 indicates the reverse trend for wider precipitates, as tp
tt

> 1.0. As the

relative twin thickness decreases further below the precipitate thickness the impinging

twin is more likely to “rebound” from the precipitate, producing another variant on the

same side as the twin/precipitate junction. When tp
tt
≥ 2, the average TRSS of V2 and

V2a in ωopp and the average TRSS of all other variants in ωobtuse are about equal, implying

that nucleation on either site is equally likely. In contrast with ωopp, in ωobtuse the average

TRSS for the primary twin and its cozone variant are lower than the other twin variants

by about 15 MPa. Here, instead, the twin variants other than the primary variant and its

cozone would be favored. In actuality, since the thicknesses of basal precipitates rarely

exceed 50 nm [160, 171, 83] and the thickness of newly propagating twins near the twin

tip are usually larger [5], it is expected that a twin nucleation would occur in ωopp. The

nucleation of a twin on the obtuse angle side is also consistent with previous reports of
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twin-grain boundary interactions [175].

3.6 Staggered twin chain formation

The highly stressed region on the side of the precipitate opposite from the twin tip

is extensive, being several times the twin thickness in length, making the exact location

of the twin nucleation site difficult to observe. We examine the TRSS along a line Z’ in

the parent matrix of the precipitate/matrix boundary opposite from the twin/precipitate

interaction site, seen in the Figure 3.4a inset. In Figure 3.4a, the vertical axis represents

the position along Z’ normalized by tt, where Z’ is centered along the line of twin shear.

We observe that the location of the peak TRSS is offset from the line of twin shear by

0.41tt. In the example shown in the figure inset, the precipitate thickness equals the

twin thickness. Repeating the calculation for other sizes of precipitates reveals that the

location of peak TRSS varies with the precipitate thickness. Figure 3.4b presents the

offset position of the maximum TRSS for various precipitate thicknesses, normalized by tt.

For reference, the normalized peak TRSS position for a precipitate free case is presented

in dashed lines, measured at distances from twin tip equal to the various precipitate

thickness studied here. Even without the precipitate (i.e., tp
tt
= 0), the maximum TRSS

at the twin front is not directly aligned with the twin shear direction. Instead, it is offset

from the line of shear by 0.45tt. It draws closer to the line of shear at further distances

away from the twin tip, eventually reaching it at distances exceeding 2tt. The presence

of the precipitate extends the peak offset, suggesting that the location where an outgoing

twin would be likely to form on the other side of the precipitate would be misaligned

from line of shear from the incoming twin. The degree of misalignment increases with

decreasing tp.

If the primary twin variant is nucleated at the offset location, the twin may appear
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Figure 3.4: a) TRSS profile measured along Z’ normalized by the twin thickness. Z’
lies in the parent matrix along the precipitate-matrix boundary opposite from the
impinging twin tip and is centered along the line of twin shear, as shown in the figure
inset. Here, the precipitate thickness is equal the twin thickness. The figure shows that
the peak TRSS is vertically offset from the line of twin shear. b) The normalized offset
of the peak TRSS for various precipitate thicknesses is shown in solid lines. The dashed
line shows the normalized offset of the peak TRSS for a precipitate-free case measured
along vertical lines from twin tip. c) Precision Electron Diffraction (PED) micrograph
of Mg-9Al micropillar sample exemplifying some adjacent twin boundaries that are
offset from each other, forming staggered twin formations (highlighted by white dashed
lines). The green circle shows an example of cozone twin variants formation at the
precipitate interaction site. The micrograph was adopted and modified from Figure
1(d) of Xie et al. [5] with permission from Elsevier.
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to “cross” the precipitate and the microstructure may develop a series of staggered twin

chains disrupted by precipitates. In Figure 3.4c, an enlarged partial Precision Electron

Diffraction (PED) micrograph taken from Figure 1(d) of Xie et al. [5] exhibits staggered

twin chains in Mg-9Al that support these findings. The present numerical results are

consistent with other experimental reports of twin-precipitate interactions as well, where

staggered twin structures have been observed in microscopy [99, 100].

Since the TRSS fields of the primary twin and its cozone variant are nearly identical,

the outgoing twin can be the same variant as the primary twin or its cozone variant

or possibly both. The ability to nucleate either variant may lead to the development

of the complex network structure of twins in a series of events. First, the nucleation

of a few initial twins can propagate and interact with precipitates, inducing subsequent

twins to nucleate. The subsequent twin can be the same variant, resulting in long twin

chains. On the other hand, the cozone variant can nucleate, resulting in zig-zagged twin

structures like the one seen in the green circle in Figure 3.4c [5]. This series of event

could be responsible for the development of profuse interconnected twinned structures,

rather than the independent nucleation of many individual twins.

3.7 Effect of precipitates on twin thickening

Figure 3.1b and 3.1c shows the backstresses that develop along the twin boundary.

Here the backstress at a given point refers specifically to the difference between the

TRSS before and after the twin developed. Particularly when they are negative, they

represent an anti-twinning stress. Because these backstresses can be strong in the vicinity

of the twin boundaries, thickening of the twin, by twin boundary migration is not favored

[66, 176, 64]. Twin boundary migration would require sufficiently high applied stresses

and would be favored in the event that propagation at the twin-tip has been blunted due
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to obstacles, like precipitates and grain boundaries.

To study the effect of precipitates on twin boundary migration, in Figure 3.5 we

show the volumetric average of TRSS in the twin plotted as a function of normalized

distance, d
tt
, moving away from the impinging twin tip, see figure inset. For comparison,

the TRSS profile for the precipitate-free case presented in black. The results indicate

that, as expected, the precipitate causes the backstresses in the twin domain to intensify

locally at the twin tip-precipitate interaction site, for instance decreases the TRSS from

−128 to −133 MPa.

This precipitate effect on the backstress decreases when moving away from the in-

teraction site, and eventually the TRSS reaches nearly −130 MPa corresponding to the

precipitate-free case. This result suggests that twin thickening is restricted by precipi-

tates, a trend that is consistent with several experimental observations [97, 90, 167, 177].

Prior experimental studies have shown the twin boundary migration is impeded by the

presence of the elastically hard precipitates and must bow around the precipitates for the

twin to thicken. Most recently, using crystal plasticity-based phase field model, Liu et al.

[97] modeled the pinning of a twin boundary at precipitates and captured the increase

in stress required for twin thickening. In the present work, a single twin-tip interaction

is investigated rather than the cumulative interactions of twin boundary with multiple

precipitates. Both cases, reveal that precipitates restrict twin thickening; however, the

twin-tip effect is very localized near the interaction site.
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Figure 3.5: The red lines show the volumetric average TRSS in the twin domain
as a function of distance, d, moving away from the twin/precipitate junction, as
schematically shown in the figure inset. The black lines correspond to the TRSS with
no precipitate present and d is measured from the twin tip. In both cases, the d is
normalized by the twin thickness, tt.

3.8 Effect of the twin-precipitate interacion site on

twin network structure formation

Thus far, only the case in which the twin impinges near or at the center of the

precipitate, far away from its edges, has been considered. The centeral impingement

scenario is statistically more likely than edge-impingement when the impinging twin is

thinner than the length of the precipitate. Yet the chance the twin could hit at the end of

the precipitate is non-negligible and such an interaction could yield a different outcome

since a complex stress state is generated at the end of the precipitate. To study this

case, calculations are performed in the event that the twin intersects the precipitate at

one of its ends, as illustrated in Figure 3.6a. Figure 3.6b shows the resulting TRSS field,
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Figure 3.6: a) The twin impinging the upper edge of the precipitate. b) TRSS fields
that develop from the twin impinging the upper edge of the precipitate. c) The twin
propagating past the upper edge of the precipitate. d) TRSS fields that develop from
the twin extending past the upper edge of the precipitate. e) The twin impinging the
lower edge of the precipitate. f) TRSS fields that develop from the twin impinging
the lower edge of the precipitate. g) The twin propagating past the lower edge of the
precipitate. h) TRSS fields that develop from the twin extending past the lower edge
of the precipitate.

which is significantly different than that for central impingement shown in Figure 3.1c.

First, enhanced stresses on the obtuse angle of the twin-precipitate intersection ωobtuse

are still observed, albeit with a much weaker intensity. Second, the TRSS field ahead of

the twin tip ωopp appears much stronger, similar to the case in which the twin has not

yet impinged on a precipitate (Figure 3.1b). Evidently, the precipitate is less effective

at shielding when the twin impinges at its end, suggesting that the twin is still able

to bypass the precipitate and continue propagating, consistent with TEM observations

reported in the literature [99, 101].

Given the strong likelihood for continued twin propagation, as seen in Figure 3.6b,

TRSS fields are calculated for the case when a small embryonic twin has extended past the
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edge of the precipitate. Figure 3.6d presents the TRSS fields, in which three additional

stress localizations can be seen, as denoted in Figure 3.6c. The first is the enhancement

of the stresses at the previous obtuse angle at ωobtuse, the second lies directly above

the top edge of the precipitate, ωtop, and the third is the localization that develops

where the outgoing twin and precipitate come together at an obtuse angle, ωobt∗. The

two stress concentrations ωtop and ωobt∗ at the new twin domain provide driving forces

for both thickening and propagating. So unlike the parent twin, this new twin can

thicken as it propagates, leading to the appearance of relatively large twin domains in

the microstructure that “engulf” the precipitate [97, 167, 177]. Projection of these strong

stress concentrations onto the other variants finds that the cozone and primary variant

TRSS fields are nearly identical. Therefore, any of these three localized regions could

just as likely form a co-zone variant.

In addition to twin impingement at the upper edge, twins may also impinge on the

lower edge of the precipitate, as shown in Figure 3.6e. Again, the strong driving stresses

ahead of the twin tip and not significantly reduced by the precipitate and it can be ex-

pected that the twin may continue propagating unhindered, as shown in Figure 3.6g. The

respective TRSS fields that arise from bottom edge impingement and the extension of

the twin past the precipitate are shown in Figure 3.6f and Figure 3.6h, respectively. Sim-

ilarly to upper edge impingement, three additional stress concentrations can be observed

in ωobtuse, ωbot, and ωobt∗. Here, however, the stress concentrations are less severe due to

the relatively smaller outgoing twin domain. It is expected that as the twin continues

propagating forward, these three stress localizations would continue to strengthen acting

as twin nucleation sites, similarly to the upper edge impingement case.

The development of additional stress localizations at ωtop, ωbot or ωobt∗ act as sites

where subsequent twins can propagate to form a network structure. This scenario is

consistent with some signatures highlighted in circles in the in-plane inverse pole figure
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(IPF) maps of the deformed AZ91 microstructure in Figure 3.7a [5]. To better distinguish

between two variants, Figure 3.7b shows the same IPF map as Figure 7a but with a finer

orientation spread. The twin variant corresponding to V2* (0112)[0111] is magenta,

while the one associated with V2a (01̄12)[0111] is blue, as seen in Table 1. When closely

observing the white circles in this orientation map, we see the situation where cozone

lamellae have formed at the ends of precipitates, where the primary twin lamella has

impinged on it. In Figure 3.7a, the yellow circle captures the continuation of a twin

propagation past the edge of the precipitate, going from bottom-right to the top-left.

Based on the calculations, we suspect that this twin may have nucleated in ωobt∗, where

the outgoing twin and precipitate come together at an obtuse angle. Last, the green

circle in Figure 3.7a suggests that two parallel twins could have formed near the edge of

the precipitate.

Figure 3.7: a) In-plane inverse pole figure (IPF) map of the compressed Mg-Al alloy.
The circles highlight the various twin-tip/precipitate-edge interactions that could lead
to the development of a complex network structure of twins. b) IPF map of the same
region using a different color key to distinguish the twin variants. The micrograph was
adopted and modified from Figure 1 of Xie et al. [5] with permission from Elsevier.
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3.9 Remarks on twin propagation pathways

In the present work, the stresses that arise from a single newly formed twin impinging

on an elastically deforming precipitate is considered. The evolution of the twin by either

migration of the twin boundary or the nucleation of another twin on the other side of

the precipitate is an interesting topic and worthy of investigation in a separate work.

Currently, there are many unknowns related to the interactions between a single newly

propagated twin and a precipitate. No attempt is made here to quantify the nucleation

stress of the twin and the barrier required to nucleate a new twin after the initial twin im-

pingement. Such predictions of twin nucleation barriers and detailed kinetic mechanisms

of twin nucleation are possible with an atomistic model that takes into consideration

defect concentrations and boundary structure [178, 60, 57, 165]. Instead, the mesoscale

model used here focuses on the events that occur after a twin has formed and predicts

the driving stresses produced around an isolated twin/precipitate interaction. The re-

sults provide insight into how the twinned microstructure can develop, irrespective of

external considerations, such as local defect structure and external forces. Furthermore,

the analysis provided can be generalized to other elastically deforming precipitates with

similar dimensions to the plate-shaped basal precipitates studied here.

Based on this study, Figure 3.8 proposes various twinning pathways that can arise

and explain the varied complex twin network structures seen in precipitate-hardened

Mg alloys. If the twin impinges near the center of the precipitate, the incident twin

is effectively pinned, and four pathways develop as depicted in Figure 3.8a. First, the

terminated twin may thicken upon further macroscopic loading. Second, a new twin of the

same variant can nucleate on the opposite side of the precipitate. Third, a cozone variant

can nucleate on the opposite side of the precipitate. Last, a new twin of the cozone variant

is likely to form where the twin and precipitate intersect at an obtuse angle. Alternatively,
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when the twin impinges near the edge of the precipitate, then the precipitate may not

effectively block the initial twin, allowing the twin to continue propagating forward, as

illustrated in Figure 3.8b and 3.8c. In this case, our results suggest four possible pathways

for both upper edge impingement and lower edge impingement. First, the outgoing twin

may be thicker and more blunted than the initial twin due to the additional closely spaced

stress localizations that surround the incoming twin tip. Second, an additional twin of the

same variant may nucleate closely spaced to the outgoing twin on the opposite side of the

precipitate. These two outgoing twins may eventually coalesce, leading to the appearance

of a thicker twin. Third, a twin of the cozone variant may nucleate where the initial twin

and the precipitate intersect at an obtuse angle. Last, a twin of another variant may

nucleate, again where the outgoing twin and precipitate intersect at an obtuse angle.

These twinning pathways are not limited to a single twin-precipitate interaction, but

rather, can be extended to all propagating twins that impinge on a precipitate and twins

that nucleate as a result. As shown in Figure 3.3, relatively high levels of TRSS in ωopp,

ranging from 70–110 MPa, can arise solely from the formation of the twin itself, excluding

external loads. Consequently, the addition of favorable external loads (i.e., an externally

imposed loading direction with respect to the grain orientation that would give positive

resolved shear stress for twinning) could further support these conclusions. It is through

a cascade of self-catalytic twin propagation and twin tip-precipitate interaction events

that can lead to the development of twin network structures.

In general, the findings support that basal precipitates that are thicker, in the ⟨c⟩-

direction of the parent matrix, are more effective at reducing twinning. This is due to

the greater shielding effect provided by the precipitate that blocks the driving stress to

nucleate another twin in ωopp. Furthermore, the driving stress in ωopp has been quantified

for various precipitate thicknesses to illustrate the extent of the shielding. The ability

to reduce the number of twins by increasing precipitate thickness could potentially be
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achieved through careful alloying and heat treatment. Furthermore, longer basal precip-

itates, in the basal plane, can also greatly reduce twinning. This is because, for a given

twin volume fraction, smaller precipitates provide more edge interaction sites, increasing

the likelihood for twin-tip/precipitate-edge interactions, which can result in multiple high

TRSS “hotspots” where new twins can nucleate.

3.10 Summary

In this study, a full-field EVP-FFT model was used to study the effects of twin-

tip/precipitate interactions and the influence of these effects on the development of the

final twinned microstructure. Although often overlooked, twin-tip propagation is an

important stage to consider because the microstructure undergoes significant and rapid

changes that will ultimately impact the final twin structures. The analysis is focused

on the {1012} tensile twin interactions with plate-shaped basal precipitates in AZ91 Mg

alloy. It is understood that twin-tip propagation occurs rapidly until the twin-tip is

arrested by an obstacle (e.g., precipitates) or by a grain boundary. However, it is unclear

what happens next and why. By simulating the isolated impingement of a single twin

on a precipitate, key microstructural parameters that influence twin development are

identified for the first time.

The precipitate size and the twin tip-precipitate interaction site are important in

determining how effective the precipitate is at blocking twin propagation, which twin

variants can nucleate, and where new twins can nucleate. In most cases, it is expected

that the new twins would tend to nucleate in ωopp, opposite from the twin impingement

site, where the TRSS concentration is highest. However, for thicker precipitates, the

shielding effect is greater, reducing the propensity for a new twin to nucleate in ωopp

while simultaneously increasing the propensity for twins to nucleate in ωobtuse, where the
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the twinning pathways that occur after the twin (red) im-
pinges on the precipitate (black). a) If the twin impinges near the center of a pre-
cipitate it is blocked, then to accommodate more strain: (i) the impinging twin can
thicken, (ii) a new twin of the same variant (red) can nucleate on the opposite side,
likely offset from the twin/precipitate junction, (iii) a cozone variant twin (blue) can
nucleate on the opposite side of the precipitate, or (iv) a cozone variant twin can
nucleate at the twin/precipitate junction on the side where the twin and precipitate
meet at an obtuse angle.b) If the twin impinges near the upper edge of the precipitate,
the twin may continue to propagate forward. As a result: (i) a thicker outgoing twin
that is more blunted than the original one. (ii) two parallel twins of the same variant
as the primary twin can nucleate, (iii) a cozone variant can nucleate above the top
edge of the precipitate, or (iv) a cozone variant twin can nucleate where the outgoing
twin and precipitate meet at an obtuse angle. c) If the twin impinges near the lower
edge of the precipitate, the twin may continue to propagate forward. As a result: (i)
a thicker outgoing twin that is more blunted than the original one. (ii) two parallel
twins of the same variant as the primary twin can nucleate, (iii) a cozone variant can
nucleate above the bottom edge of the precipitate, or (iv) a cozone variant twin can
nucleate where the outgoing twin and precipitate meet at an obtuse angle.

twin and precipitate come together at an obtuse angle. For relatively thick precipitates,

tp
tt
> 2, the driving stresses that aid twin nucleation in ωopp and ωobtuse become comparable

and thus, nucleation at either site is equally likely.

The site where the twin impinges on the precipitate can also greatly influence sub-

sequent twin development. When a twin impinges near the center of precipitates, the

incoming twin is effectively blocked by the precipitates and instead of continued propaga-

tion, new twins can nucleate in ωobtuse and ωopp in order to accommodate strain instead.

It is also possible for the twin to impinge near the edge of the precipitate. In this case,

the propagation of the incoming twin is not significantly blocked, and the incoming twin

can continue. The TRSS fields that develop in the matrix after the initial twin propa-

gates past the edge of the precipitate are unique and offer additional twin nucleation sites

(ωobtuse, ωtop, and ωobt∗) where the stresses are enhanced and localized. In both cases,

the interaction between the twin and precipitates results in the possible multiplication of

twin bodies throughout the microstructure. Additionally, twin thickening is also possible,
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albeit, considerably more difficult due to the high backstresses in the twin and near the

twin boundaries that resist thickening.

At relatively low strains during the early stages of deformation, thin twins begin to

proliferate the microstructure and the interactions between propagating twins and pre-

cipitates influences the number of twins that form and their distribution. Controlling

the twinning behavior is vital in understanding the deformation behavior of Mg alloys,

since twinning often causes the material to fail prematurely. The revealed interactions

between propagating twins and precipitates in AZ91 can help to guide alloy design and

optimize heat treatment processing for the engineering of Mg alloys with superior me-

chanical properties through the control of size, geometry and habit plane of precipitates

found in the matrix.
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Chapter 4

Twin growth mechanism enabled by

precipitates in AZ91

4.1 Introduction

Interest in hexagonal close-packed (HCP) magnesium (Mg) alloys in structural ap-

plications has risen over the last few decades due to their low density, high specific

strength, abundance, and recyclability [12, 11]. A common strategy to bolster the me-

chanical properties of Mg alloys, such as AZ91, is to form a dispersion of precipitates

throughout the microstructure that blocks the glide of dislocations [179, 4, 160, 162, 36].

For instance, the precipitates that form in AZ91 alloy are either thin lath-shaped basal

or rod-shaped prismatic Mg17Al12 precipitates with a body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal

structure [84, 88]. The habit plane of basal- and prismatic-precipitates is parallel to the

basal and prismatic planes of the parent hcp phase, respectively. Plastic deformation of

the AZ91 alloy under relatively low strains and at room temperature is accommodated

by both dislocation slip and deformation twinning [88, 35]. The amount of twinning that

develops can control the ductility, mechanical stability, strain-hardening response, and
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texture evolution [180, 181, 104, 182, 183, 86]. In comparison to precipitate-dislocation

interactions, the interactions between the precipitates and twins are much less under-

stood but clearly of equal importance in understanding the deformation behavior of the

AZ91 alloy.

The development of twins generally consists of three sequential stages: nucleation,

propagation, and growth. Precipitates have been shown to have a distinct influence on

each stage [99]. It has been suggested that precipitate/matrix interfaces can serve as

nucleation sites since their defect and stress concentrations are higher compared to the

matrix [60]. Consistent with this notion, some studies have reported a greater number of

twin lamellae but similar twin volume fractions in materials with precipitates and without

them [100, 184, 90]. In twin tip propagation, precipitates can act as obstacles, causing

the tip to fully arrest or to skew from the twin habit plane as it bypasses the precipitate

[99, 39]. The location of the twin impingement on the precipitate and the thickness of the

twin with respect to the precipitate size have been shown to determine the path taken

by the twin after interacting with the precipitate [8]. In twin boundary migration, it is

commonly reported that the precipitates retard twin growth by acting as hard obstacles

that pin the migration of twin boundaries [100, 177, 91, 95, 185, 96, 101]. However, it is

also frequently observed that plastically deformed AZ91 microstructures contain many

wide twin domains that sometimes entirely engulf precipitates [99, 171]. How relatively

large twins can grow in a field of precipitates and the role played by precipitates in twin

growth have yet to be clarified. Understanding the mechanisms of precipitate bypass and

growth of deformation twins is of importance in controlling the microstructural evolution

and mechanical behavior of AZ91.

Recently, many studies have reported that precipitates can increase the barrier for

twin growth, thereby hardening twinning [95, 97, 83, 94, 82]. The basic question regarding

the mechanisms by which a twin domain can still grow and engulf the precipitates has
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not been addressed. Most studies have considered the migration of the coherent twin

boundary and their interactions as they become pinned by precipitates. The twins in

these studies are assumed to be fully propagated at instantiation, thus they do not

capture the effects of twin propagation. Also, the role of dislocations on the twin growth

process in connection with precipitates has not been adequately studied. Only recently,

via crystal plasticity calculations, Siska et al. [39] reported that precipitates could change

the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for slip, thereby affecting twin growth. However,

this study was conducted using a phenomenological hardening law for the CRSS for slip

that is unrelated to dislocation content and ignores slip interactions.

In precipitate-free materials the mechanism for twin boundary migration is controlled

by the interaction of the twin boundary with dislocations from the parent matrix [71, 186,

187, 188, 189]. For example, the dissociation of basal dislocation at the {1012} tensile

twin boundaries in Mg develops facets that facilitate the migration of the twin boundary

in the twin plane normal direction through a combination of twinning dislocation glide

and climb along the facets [190]. As indicated by these studies, the presence of suitable

defects in combination with favorable driving stresses are needed to advance the twin

boundary.

In this work, the interactions between Mg17Al12 plate-shaped basal precipitates and

{1012} tensile twins at different stages of twin development in AZ91 are studied. An

elasto-viscoplastic fast Fourier transform (EVP-FFT) model with a dislocation-density

(DD) based hardening law is employed to calculate the spatial distribution of internal

micromechanical fields and dislocation densities corresponding to each interaction. The

results indicate that twins interacting with precipitates will grow asymmetrically, with

one twin boundary remaining relatively parallel to its crystallographic twinning plane and

the other forming a serrated structure that deviates from its crystallographic plane. These

findings help to explain the twin morphologies near precipitates observed in transmission
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electron microscopy (TEM) observations of deformed AZ91 [171, 5]. A mechanism is

proposed that enables the growth/thickening of an early-stage thin twin that is arrested

by a precipitate by the formation and propagation of a second twin on the other side of

the precipitate.

4.2 Characterization of AZ91 slip strength harden-

ing model parameters

To perform the explicit twin-precipitate interaction simulations, the DD-based hard-

ening model parameters of the dominant slip modes are required. An EVP-FFT model,

presented in Chapter 2.4, was employed to calibrate the material parameters associated

with the DD hardening law for AZ91 alloy by fitting with experimental data. Experi-

mentally measured uniaxial tensile stress-strain curves at 293 K and 463 K for a strain

rate of 1× 10−4 1/s from Dini et al. [6] is considered for model calibration.

Figure 4.1a shows the FFT unit cell that represents AZ91 alloy polycrystalline mi-

crostructure. The model unit cell is comprised of 128 equiaxed grains with a uniform

distribution of crystallographic orientations and approximately 7.5% volume fraction of

Mg17Al12 precipitates, colored in black [6]. The unit cell is discretized into 64x64x64 vox-

els; accordingly, every grain is represented by approximately 2048 voxels. The Mg17Al12

precipitates are of BCC crystal structure and share a Potter orientation relationship with

the parent grain crystallographic orientation that it resides in, described by (0001)HCP

2◦ from (011)BCC , [2110]HCP // [111]BCC , and (0111)HCP // (110)BCC [84, 88, 99]. The

Mg17Al12 precipitates are treated as elastically deforming domains, while the AZ91 ma-

trix was allowed to deform by a combination of anisotropic elasticity and visco-plasticity.

The elastic constants C11, C12, and C44 of the Mg17Al12 precipitates at different
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Figure 4.1: a) Visualization of the polycrystalline AZ91 simulation cell used to obtain
the DD constitutive law parameters. The unit cell consists of 128 equiaxed grains with
a 7.5% volume fraction of Mg17Al12 precipitates, shown in black. b) Comparison of
the predicted uniaxial tensile stress-strain response (in red) to experimentally obtained
curves (in black) from Dini et al. [6] at 293 and 463 K. In the model calculations, a
strain rate of 1× 10−4 1/s is imposed in the x-direction. Comparison at c) 293K and
d) 463K of the predicted total (gray), prismatic (red), basal (blue), and pyramidal-I
(green) dislocation densities by the EVP-FFT model with those measured (square
marker) by Dini et al. [7].

temperatures are not available, and thus, values calculated from Density Functional

Theory (DFT) were used corresponding to 86.8, 29.0, and 20.0 GPa, respectively, for

both temperatures [169]. The anisotropic elastic coefficients C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 of

AZ91 were approximated by the coefficients of pure Mg at 293 K and 463 K with values

of 59.0, 25.5, 21.5, 61.0, 16.7 and 57.0, 25.4, 21.1, 58.0, 15.0 GPa, respectively [191]. The

shear modulus, µ, used in Equations 2.9 and 2.12, for AZ91 at 293 K and 463 K were set to

equal to C44, which is 16.7 and 15.0 GPa, respectively [192]. For plastic slip in the AZ91
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α = 1 α = 2 α = 3

prismatic ⟨a⟩ basal ⟨a⟩ pyramidal-I ⟨c+ a⟩

τα0 [MPa] 100 35 160

bα 3.231e-10 3.231e-10 6.0771e-10

ε̇0 [s−1] 1.0e+07 1.0e+07 1.0e+07

ρ0 [m−2] 1.50e+12 1.50e+12 1.50e+12

ρdebris [m
−2] 1.0e-01 1.0e-01 1.0e-01

Aα
293K 20 0 0

Aα
463K 0 10 0

kα
1 [m−1] 9.0e+09 3.5e+09 1.0e+07

gα 5.0e-03 5.0e-03 1.0e-03

Dα [MPa] 5.0e+03 5.0e+03 9.0e+03

Table 4.1: Dislocation density-based constitutive model parameters that are found
by fitting to the experimentally obtained stress-strain response of AZ91 alloy under
uniaxial tension at 293K and 463 K.

matrix, three slip modes were made available: prismatic ⟨a⟩, basal ⟨a⟩ and pyramidal-I

⟨c+a⟩ slip. Twinning deformation was not accounted for in the parameterization since its

contribution was observed to be negligible by Dini et al.[7]. The simulation begins with

the initial values of the CRSS for prismatic, basal, and pyramidal-I slip modes for AZ91

from Bhattacharyya et al.[35] with self and latent hardening set to be 0.15 [193]. Figure

4.1b compares the calculated stress-strain response (red solid lines) to the experimentally

measured curves (symbols). The corresponding constitutive law parameters for all three

slip modes are listed in Table 4.1. The evolution of the total (gray), prismatic (red), basal

(blue) and pyramidal-I (green) dislocation densities with respect to applied strain at 293K

and 463K are presented in Figure 4.1c and 4.1d, respectively, along with the measured

densities (designated by a square marker) by Dini et al. [7]. Although the EVP-FFT

model was calibrated using only the stress-strain response, the predicted densities also fall
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within reasonable agreement of experimentally measured values at both temperatures.

4.3 Model set-up

In this work, twins are simulated explicitly through the reorientation of a predefined

twin domain and the incremental development of the characteristic twinning shear ho-

mogeneously within the twin domain [66]. Accordingly, the {1012} tensile twin domain

voxels are reoriented 86.3◦ about ⟨1210⟩ and uniformly sheared by the characteristic

twinning shear of 12.9%. The precipitate domains are also predefined domains with crys-

tallographic and material properties of the commonly observed Mg17Al12 plate-shaped

precipitates that lie on the basal plane of the parent matrix. Figure 4.2 depicts the

simulation setup with two precipitates of the same size: precipitate-1 and precipitate-2

in orange and red, respectively. The twins and precipitates are embedded in an AZ91

matrix (light blue). The crystallographic orientation in the Bunge convention of the par-

ent grain is chosen to be (0◦, 88.16◦, 0◦), and it is illustrated by the hexagonal inset in

Figure 4.2. Following the frequently observed Potter orientation relationship [84, 88, 99],

the crystallographic orientation of the precipitates is assigned to be (39.23◦, 114◦, 63.43◦).

Other orientation relationships and variations in orientation may exist between the ma-

trix and precipitates and can be easily accounted for in the model. In the present work,

the most commonly observed orientation relationship was considered for simplicity.

The simulation cell size is discretized into 3 x 550 x 550 voxels. The twin thickness, t,

and precipitate width in the Y-direction are both four voxels, appropriate for representing

thin, newly propagating twins. In experiments, the aspect ratio of precipitates can be

seen to vary between 1-100 [5]. Thus, the precipitate length in the Z-direction is taken

as 40 voxels that corresponds to the aspect ratio of eight. Further, the precipitate length

was chosen in order to keep the twin impingement site far away from the edges, since
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these events make up a majority of twin-precipitate interactions. Near edge impingement

can also occur, however, is far less likely and can lead to the development of complex

stress states [8]. Seven different precipitate spacings, d, were considered, ranging from 4

to 200 voxels, representative of what is commonly observed in deformed AZ91 [5].

The parent matrix is surrounded by a buffer layer (dark blue) of 50 voxels thick in

the Y and Z directions, with uniformly distributed crystallographic orientations. This

buffer layer approximates the response of a polycrystalline medium and shields the par-

ent matrix from overlapping fields due to the periodic boundary conditions. There is no

buffer layer in the X-direction. The simulation uses periodic boundary conditions, which

causes the microstructure to adopt a columnar microstructure. This microstructural sim-

plification is appropriate to use when studying the interactions of twins with thicknesses

that are much smaller than the dimensions of the precipitates in the X and Z-direction,

such as twins during the early stages of propagation being studied here. Furthermore, the

crystallography of the twin, with its twin plane normal and twin shear direction in-plane,

allows us to consider the fields in a 2D slice, as shown in Figure 4.2, since there are no

gradients in the out-of-plane direction.

We adopt a simplification of the intricate microstructures found within twin and

precipitate-hardened AZ91 alloy. The real microstructure may contain many twins and

precipitate with geometries that are more complex than those represented here. How-

ever, the idealized model scenario permits the isolation of the interactions between two

sequentially formed twins without the additional complications from other precipitates

and twins. The model setup describes situations that may occur just as a twin has fin-

ished propagating in the twinning shear direction and has been arrested at a precipitate.

Previously, such calculations have shown that depending on the precipitate-1 thickness

with respect to the twin-1 thickness, a second twin, twin-2, may form on the other side of

precipitate-1 and may eventually become arrested by another precipitate, precipitate-2
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[8]. When faced with an array of precipitates, twins may continue to successively im-

pinge on one side of each precipitate and reform on the other side in order to continue

propagating. However, it is often observed that twins can also thicken and eventually

engulf precipitates as they propagate through an array of precipitates. The influence of

precipitates and precipitate spacing on twin thickening after impingements have yet to be

investigated. The calculations that follow aim to identify the likely growth mechanisms

of twin-1 and twin-2 and the role of the inter-precipitate spacing that stands in their way.

Figure 4.2: Simulation setup consisting of a single crystal AZ91 (light blue) surrounded
by a polycrystalline buffer layer (dark blue). Within the parent grain, twin-1 impinges
upon precipitate-1, causing twin-2 to form between precipitate-1 and precipitate-2.
The crystallographic orientation of the parent grain is represented by the hexagonal
inset in the top right. A zoomed-in region around the precipitates is outlined by black
dashed lines for closer inspection.
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4.4 Effects of precipitates on localized plasticity in

twin-free crystals

Uniaxial compression strain is applied in fine strain increments to a twin-free, pre-

cipitate containing crystal in the a-axis-direction of the parent grain. To determine the

path taken by a twin approaching the precipitates, the twin plane resolved shear stress

(TRSS), a relevant driving stress component for twin formation or twin boundary propa-

gation, is examined. At 4% applied strain, a TRSS of approximately 30 MPa is produced

in the parent matrix, appropriate for the formation of tensile twins [194, 42, 43]. The

stresses are inhomogeneous and result from the mismatch in elastic and plastic proper-

ties between the elastically hard precipitates and elasto-visco-plastically deforming AZ91

matrix [66, 176]. Plastic deformation is seen to concentrate in the matrix around the

hard bcc precipitates, regardless of precipitate spacing. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution

of the average CRSS values after initial 4% compression for each slip mode in the parent

matrix in a small region around the precipitates outlined by dashed lines in Figure 4.2.

For all three slip modes, the CRSS increases or hardens the most along the short sides

of the precipitates and the least along the long sides of the precipitates. Basal slip expe-

riences the most significant hardening. The lowest CRSS values were 2.9 times greater

than its initial CRSS (44.8 MPa). Larger resistances to plastic deformation around the

precipitates can result in higher stresses and stress concentrations in the parent grain

with the addition of approaching deformation twins.

Figure 4.4 shows the TRSS field the twin-free, precipitate containing crystal at 4%

compression strain. Along the short sides of the precipitates, the TRSS is approximately

−81 MPa and resists twinning. The long sides of the precipitate/matrix interface ex-

perience enhanced positive TRSS, which would aid twin development, with the peak at

the center reaching up to 32 MPa, more than three times higher than the surrounding
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Figure 4.3: Average CRSS values of prismatic, basal, and pyramidal-I slip modes
around the precipitate after an initial 4% strain in the X-direction (out-of-plane)
parallel to the a-axis of the parent matrix, demonstrating significant local hardening
around the precipitates.

matrix (∼ 9 MPa). If an incoming twin impinges the short ends of the precipitates, its

stress field would interact with an anti-twinning contribution from the precipitate, possi-

bly resisting the propagation of the twin. In contrast, it would encounter less resistance

should it impinge the center of the long side of the precipitate. The positive TRSS on the

long sides of the precipitates can also favor the nucleation of twins from the precipitate

interfaces, which supports the experimentally observed increase in the twinning density

with the precipitates [90, 95]. This situation, however, is not considered further here.

Rather, the interaction of the twin tip with the precipitates is studied to understand its

effect on propagation and growth of already formed twin domains.

4.5 Stress fields around preciptiates and twins

To determine the role of precipitates on twinning, deformation twins are introduced

to the crystal containing precipitates under a fixed macroscopic loading. As illustrated

in Figure 4.4b, while under 4% compressive strain, twin-1 propagates up to precipitate

at its center. In this case, twin-1 has a much smaller thickness, t = 4 voxels, than the

precipitate length, l = 40 voxels, in the Z-direction. Figure 4.4b presents the calculated
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Figure 4.4: TRSS distributions around precipitates: a) After an initial 4% compression
in the a-axis of the parent matrix. Positive TRSS develop along the long sides of the
precipitate, supporting the development of twins, while negative TRSS arise along the
short sides of the precipitates, resisting twinning. b) After the formation of twin-1,
a localized stress concentration developed in ωopp, suggesting the likely formation of
twin-2 in this region. Strong backstresses arise around twin-1, resulting in negative
TRSS around twin-1, indicating that growth is difficult. c) After the formation of
twin-2, TRSS is augmented in ωobt, showing that twin-2 can aid in the growth of twin-1
by increasing the driving stresses for twin boundary migration near the precipitate
that they co-impinge upon.

TRSS field as a result of the interaction. A TRSS concentration forms on the opposite

side of the precipitate, in the region ωopp, reaching up to 155 MPa, about five times

greater than that from the initial macroscopic loading alone (∼32 MPa). Consequently,

a new twin of the same variant along the precipitate/matrix boundary near ωopp could

result from the twin/precipitate intersection [8]. The TRSS in the region in between the

two precipitates are shown in Figures 4.5c and 4.5d by two red profiles. These two lines

will eventually become the upper and lower twin boundaries of another twin, twin-2,

that emerges due to the twin-1 interaction with precipitate-1. Near ωopp, corresponding

to the left side of Figures 4.5c, and 4.5d, the TRSS is enhanced greatly from ∼ 32 MPa

before twin-1 impingement (gray points) to values between 135 − 150 MPa after twin-1

impingment (red points). The five-fold increase in driving force supports forming of a

second twin-2 of the same variant as the first.
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Figures 4.5a and 4.5b examine closely the calculated TRSS profiles in the parent

matrix along the upper and lower twin boundaries of twin-1, which are relevant for twin

boundary migration during the twin growth stage. Along the entire upper and lower

boundary of twin-1, the TRSS is negative, indicating resistance against twin boundary

migration and the need for more applied deformation for twin growth. Here, we classify

the decrease in TRSS stresses resulting from the reaction of hard, elastic precipitate to

the twin shear as backstresses [176]. The largest backstresses are experienced near the

precipitate, corresponding to the right side of Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. Since the back-

stresses are much less at the upper twin-1 boundary than lower twin-1 boundary at the

twin/precipitate junction site, it is anticipated that twin-1 would expand asymmetrically,

initiating from the upper boundary first.

Based on the foregoing observations, calculations are performed for the situation in

Figure 4.2, in which twin-2 is formed where the peak TRSS had developed and extended

between precipitate-1 and precipitate-2 and made with equal thickness as twin-1. In the

simulation, this process occurred under the same macroscopic loading after the formation

of twin-1. Reminiscent of twin-1, the leading tip of twin-2 causes a rise in TRSS of up to

∼ 155 MPa on the opposite side of precipitate-2, seen in Figure 4.4c. Severe backstresses

result in intensely negative TRSS in the vicinity of twin-2 boundaries. Specifically, along

twin-2 boundaries, the magnitude of the TRSS is nearly−160 MPa where twin-2 impinges

upon both precipitate-1 and precipitate-2 at an acute angle, that is, on the left of the

upper boundary and right of the lower boundary, see blue profiles in Figure 4.5c and

4.5d. The lower twin-2 boundary near precipitate-1 develops slightly higher TRSS due

to its closer alignment with the peak TRSS concentration generated by twin-1 [8]. It is

reduced to −100 MPa near the center of the twin. At the same time, the backstresses

along the boundaries of twin-1 are relieved by the formation of twin-2, shown by the blue

markers in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. The TRSS in the upper and lower twin boundaries of
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twin-1 near precipitate-1 increase by as much as 100 MPa. The backstresses along the

upper boundary of twin-1 are relieved more than the lower boundary of twin-1 and reach

up to 150 MPa in ωobt, see Figure 4c, much greater than the ∼ 32 MPa that existed after

the initial straining.

Figure 4.5: Predicted TRSS along the a) upper and b) lower twin boundary of twin-1
and the c) upper and d) lower twin boundary of twin-2. The figure inset schematically
illustrates the twin-1 and twin-2 boundaries. Gray markers represent the TRSS along
the twin boundaries after an initial 4% compression in the a-direction, i.e., before
twinning. Red and blue markers correspond to the TRSS after forming twin-1 and
twin-2, respectively, for the same macroscopic loading.

The augmented twin stresses from twin-2 on twin-1 suggest a two-step mechanism for

the growth of twins that are interacting with precipitates. First, twin-1 must propagate

and impinge upon a precipitate, triggering the nucleation and propagation of twin-2 on

the other side of the precipitate. Secondly, twin-2 encourages the growth of twin-1 along

the upper boundary near the precipitate that they co-impinge upon. With the formation

of twin-2, little to no additional applied stresses would be needed for the growth of twin-1.
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The mutual aid between twin-1 and twin-2 allows for the migration of twin-1 boundary

around precipitate-1. This result is similar to the observation reported in Kumar et al.

[175], where the effect of twin-twin interaction at the grain boundaries on twin growth is

studied.

4.6 Effect of precipitate spacing on twinning stresses

Thus far, the precipitate spacing d has been fixed. The effects of d on twin-1 growth is

investigated next. Figure 4.6 shows the evolution of the TRSS along the twin-1 bound-

aries after each step in the interaction process: 1) the initial 4% a-axis compression

(gray), 2) the formation of twin-1 (red) only, and 3) the formation of twin-1 and then

twin-2 (blue). In all cases, twin-2 extends from the first precipitate to the second and

has length d. The average TRSS in the two regions shown in Figure 4.6a are studied:

at the twin-tip/precipitate junction (solid lines) and in the center of the twin lamellae

(dashed lines). Each region is equal to the twin thickness. In the second step, when the

twin first intersects the precipitate, the TRSS fields around twin-1 under external load

are insensitive to the spacing d. It appears that the heterogeneous stress fields around

precipitate-2 are too far away to influence the TRSS fields at twin-1, even for the closest

spacing of d
t
= 1. Figure 4.6b shows that for all d/t ranging from 1 to 50, the average

TRSS along the upper boundary reduced from ∼ +20 MPa (gray dashed lines) to ∼ −20

MPa in the center (red dashed lines) and from ∼ +30 MPa (gray solid lines) to ∼ −50

MPa at the twin tip (red solid lines) after twin-1 impinges on precipitate-1. In Figure

4.6c, for the lower boundary of twin-1, we observe a reduction in TRSS to ∼ −20 in its

center and to ∼ −130 MPa at its tip. Thus, we find that migration of the lower boundary

near the twin tip is more limited than that of the upper boundary.

The spacing d has an important influence on the stress field once twin-2 has formed
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Figure 4.6: a) An enlarged view of the simulated twin-precipitate interaction region.
The fields along the upper and lower boundaries of twin-1 near the center of twin-1
and near the precipitate-1 interaction site are outlined by black boxes to be considered
for further detailed analysis. The variation in average TRSS taken along the (b) upper
and (c) lower twin boundary of twin-1 near the center and the impingement site as a
function of precipitate spacings, d, normalized by the twin thickness, t. The average
TRSS values after an initial 4% compression (prior to the formation of twin-1), after
the formation of twin-1 (prior to the formation of twin-2), and after the formation
of twin-2 are shown in gray, red, and blue lines, respectively. Solid and dashed lines
represent the averages taken near the impingement site and center of the twin-1,
respectively.
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and extended to precipitate-2. For tight precipitate spacings, d = 1t to 5t, the average

TRSS along the top boundary of twin-1 increases rapidly from ∼ −20 to 62 MPa near

the tip (solid blue lines) and modestly from ∼ −20 to −7 MPa near the center (dashed

blue lines) of twin-1, seen in Figures 4.6b. The larger d, the greater the enhancement by

twin-2 on twin-1, with the largest effect near the tip. For d > 5t, the enhancement satu-

rates with TRSS values reaching up to ∼ +80 and −2 MPa at the tip and central regions,

respectively. Similar trends are observed along the lower boundary of twin-1, however,

the TRSS values remain negative and less favorable for twin boundary migration. As

shown in Figure 4.5, for all d/t cases, both upper and lower boundaries of twin-2 remain

resistant to twin boundary migration, and consequently are not shown here. Although

the subsequently formed twin-2 may not thicken, it can support the migration of the

upper boundary of twin-1 when d is large, enabling twin-1 to grow around the precip-

itate. Without twin-2, the ability of a twin-1 to thicken independently and bypass the

precipitate is unlikely due to the large backstresses that develop when the twin becomes

constrained at both tips. To sum, with precipitate spacings d ≥ 5t a two-step precip-

itate bypass mechanism is possible. In principle, this boundary migration mechanism

for circumventing precipitates can continue with each new precipitate encounter. After

twin-2 impinges precipitate-2, another twin, twin-3, can form on the opposite side of

precipitate-2, resulting in the relief of the backstresses on twin-2 back and helping it to

grow.
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4.7 Effect of precipitate spacing on dislocation den-

sities

In addition to the sufficiently high stresses, dislocation activity in the matrix has also

been proposed to help aid twin boundary migration [188, 195, 196, 197, 68, 198]. The

strain fields calculated in the simulations are associated with slip activity, which provides

insight into the slip modes favored to accommodate the twin shear. Figure 4.7 depicts

the dislocation density fields that arise during the different stages of the simulation: after

the pre-twin strain, after forming twin-1, and after forming twin-2. In Figure 4.7, the

precipitates are colored in black. After pre-twin straining, a heterogeneous distribution of

dislocations emerges around the precipitates, with dislocation densities much greater than

the initial value of 1.5×1012 m−2 for all slip modes. Prismatic activity in the parent matrix

was the greatest, resulting in densities that grew by two orders of magnitude. Greater

densities of prismatic dislocations developed near the short edges of the precipitates than

compared to the long edges of the precipitates, as seen in Figure 4.7a. The opposite

trends are seen for the pyramidal dislocation densities, resulting in more dislocations

along the long edges of the precipitates than the short edges, seen in Figure 4.7c. The

development of basal dislocations was concentrated at the corners of the precipitates.

After forming twin-1, prismatic dislocation densities remained relatively constant,

and additional pyramidal dislocations were generated only in the twin near the imping-

ing twin tip. The basal dislocation field experiences the greatest change, with increased

densities all along the precipitate/matrix boundary and large concentrations of dislo-

cation appearing inside the impinging twin tip and in ωobt. After twin-2 forms, again,

prismatic dislocation densities do not change. Evidently, twinning does not significantly

influence prismatic slip activity. Pyramidal dislocations were primarily generated at the

twin tips of twin-2 and twin-1 tip that co-impinges on precipitate-1. The formation of
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twin-2 caused basal dislocations densities to increase significantly inside and around each

tip of twin-2. Furthermore, additional basal dislocations can be observed in the twin-1

tip that co-impinges the precipitate and, in the region ωobt.

Next, a closer inspection of the regions near the center of the twin-1 and near the twin-

1 and precipitate-1 interaction site, as outlined in black boxes in Figure 4.6a, is presented.

For the following analysis, only the upper boundary of twin-1 is considered since it has

favorable stresses to support its migration, as seen in Figure 4.6. The increase in average

dislocation density for each slip mode, i, due to the formation of twin-2 is calculated as,

∆Γi =
1

Ni

Ni∑
s=1

(ρafter twin−2
s − ρbefore twin−2

s ) (4.1)

where ρs is the dislocation density of slip system, s, in the region either near the twin

center or impingement site. Ni is the number of slip systems in each mode: prismatic,

basal, or pyramidal-I.

Figure 4.8 shows the change in the total average stored dislocation densities per slip

family, ∆Γprismatic, ∆Γbasal,and ∆Γpyramidal−I , that accrues due to the formation of twin-

2 for d between 1t to 50t. The results show that twin-2 does not generate additional

dislocation densities of any kind near the center of the twin-1, indicated by hollow box

symbols in Figure 4.8. However, near the twin-1 tip, the total stored basal dislocation

density increases by ∼ 6 × 1012 for even the smallest precipitate spacing considered,

d = 1t, and increases up to ∼ 7.2 × 1012 for d = 50t, shown by solid markers in Figure

4.8b. The total stored pyramidal I dislocations also increased with the formation of

twin-2, however, to a much lesser degree. The increase in total stored pyramidal-type I

dislocation densities ranges from ∼ 0.9×1010 to −2.7×1010 for the corresponding d ranges

from 1t to 50t, seen in Figure 4.8c. Pyramidal-type I densities steadily increased with

increasing d. The development of twin-2 is observed to increase the local concentration
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Figure 4.7: The total prismatic, basal, and pyramidal-I dislocation densities that
arise after each stage of the simulation (pre-twin straining, formation of twin-1, and
formation of twin-2). The twin boundaries are outlined by black dashed lines, and
precipitates are covered by black boxes.

Figure 4.8: Increase in total stored dislocation density due to the formation of twin-2
at the tip of twin-1 near precipitate-1 and center of twin-1 boundary (see Figure 4.6a)
for (a) prismatic, (b) basal, and (c) pyramidal-I slip modes. Please note, the horizontal
axis is plotted on a log scale.
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of defects in ωobt. Overall, the interaction between twin-2 and precipitate-1 provides not

only driving stress favorable for twin-1 growth (shown in Figure 4.6), but also supplies

the dislocation structures that can support the growth of twin-1 in the region ωobt.

4.8 Two-step twin growth mechanism

It is generally thought that twin growth in precipitate hardened Mg-alloys is difficult

because the elastically hard precipitates can pin migrating twin boundaries. This notion

mostly does not account the effect of precipitates on twin front propagation. Instead,

most of these studies directly start with a fully propagated twin and the migration of the

twin boundaries through twin thickening in the twin plane normal direction [66]. Here,

a mechanism is identified that allows twins to thicken around an array of precipitates,

beginning with a newly propagating twin. Typically, the twin is thought to be arrested;

however, when the approaching twin is of comparable thickness as the precipitate, the

proposed two-step mechanism provides an alternative and easier approach for twins to

engulf precipitates, distinct from the studies that only treat twin growth as the translation

of the entire twin boundary in the twin-plane-normal direction [96, 97, 193, 167].

The analysis suggests that the two-step bypass mechanism could explain the experi-

mentally observed asymmetric twins and serrated morphology of twin boundaries in the

presence of precipitates [5]. When twin-1 expands around the precipitate, its growth is

easier along one side. For all the precipitate spacings considered here, the upper bound-

ary gains sufficient driving forces to migrate while the lower twin boundary does not.

Twin growth would initiate where twin-1 and the precipitate come together at an obtuse

angle, leading to the formation of serrated twin boundary structures, as schematically

illustrated in Figure 9a. Such serrated twin boundary structures are observed in the

post-mortem TEM micrographs of heavily twinned AZ91 with dispersions of Mg17Al12
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basal-plane precipitates, see Figure 4.9b [8]. Serrated features are exhibited by white

arrows and relatively straight twin boundaries are highlighted by white dashed lines,

consistent with our simulations. The two-step twin growth mechanism described here

helps to explain how large twin domains develop through the interactions of propagating

twins and precipitates.

Figure 4.9: a) Schematic representation of three successive twins and the migration
of their twin boundaries. b) TEM micrograph showing serrated structures, pointed
out by white arrows, and twins that have grown preferentially along a single twin
boundary while the other boundary remains relatively flat, highlighted by dashed
white lines. Micrographs adopted with permissions from Elsevier, Leu et al. [8].

There is also the possibility that a second twin of the same variant could independently

formed, and it intersects with the same precipitate as the first twin but on two opposing

sides of the precipitate. If this were the case, then the site where the second twin

intersects the precipitate could occur anywhere along the long side of the precipitate.

Two twins independently intersecting the same precipitate may help to mutually relieve

their backstresses if the location of their intersection sites were positioned near each other

and on opposite sides of the precipitate. Any misalignment of the two independent twins

could cause preferential growth of one of the twin boundaries over the other depending

on how the two twins are offset from each other.
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4.9 Conclusions

An elasto-viscoplastic fast-Fourier transform (EVP-FFT) model has been used to cal-

culate the micromechanical fields and dislocation content associated with the interaction

of a twin lamella and a precipitate at various stages of twinning. It is reasoned that an

initial thin twin can impinge upon a precipitate and cause another twin to form on the

other side of the precipitate. The interactions between the precipitate with the impinging

twin and the subsequent twin change the local stress fields and dislocation content. The

key findings are summarized below:

• Precipitates can help facilitate twin growth by a two-step mechanism. First, the

initial propagation and impingement of a twin on a precipitate causes a local stress

concentration to develop on the opposite side of the precipitate. Secondly, the

formation and propagation of another twin from the far side of the precipitate

counteract the backstresses that develop from the impingement of the initial twin.

The augmented twin stresses along the boundaries of the initial twin and support

its growth without any additional external macroscopic loading.

• The amount of relaxation provided by the newly formed second twin on the first

twin is related to the length of the second twin, which, in precipitate-hardened

AZ91, is mostly determined by the precipitate spacing, d, a microstructural fea-

ture that can be controlled through alloying and heat treatment. A precipitate

spacing that is five or more times the twin thickness allows for nearly the greatest

enhancement of the driving stresses for twin growth.

• In addition to driving stresses, the propagation of twin-2 also increases basal a and

pyramidal-I ⟨c + a⟩ dislocation densities near the twin-1 impingement site, where

twin-1 growth is likely to initiate. The proposed two-step mechanism thus supplies
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twin-1 with both large driving stresses and appropriate dislocations near the twin

boundaries that can facilitate twin growth.
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Chapter 5

The effects of free surfaces on

deformation twinning in HCP metals

5.1 Introduction

Deformation twinning in hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystalline metals, like Mg

and Ti and their alloys, is a prevalent mode of plastic deformation due to the scarcity

of easy dislocation slip modes. Unlike crystallographic slip, deformation twins develop

as 3D subcrystalline domains, which are significantly reoriented from the matrix crystal

and impose a finite amount of shear. {1012} tensile twins in Mg and Ti, for instance,

reorient the crystal by 86.3◦ and 86.4◦ and their characteristic shears are 12.9% and

17.4%, respectively. Consequently, twin domains can generate heterogeneous internal

stress within a crystal that can affect strain hardening, overall mechanical response, and

trigger damage[199]. Thus, understanding the changes induced in the microstructure and

micromechanical fields by twinning is important for establishing the structure-property

relationship of HCP metals that twin.

A variety of experimental techniques, including neutron diffraction, X-ray diffraction,
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and scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in conjunction with

digital image correlation (DIC) have been employed to understand the effect twins have

on the evolution of internal stresses [102, 103, 41, 9, 104, 64]. X-rays allow for non-

destructive investigation of the internal microstructure, however, it can be limited in its

spatial resolution and interaction volume [105, 106]. Electron microscopy techniques offer

higher resolution, faster data acquisition, and can collect data over larger areas of the

specimen; however, the sample preparation required for these techniques introduces free

surfaces near the areas of interest [106]. Due to the nature of the electron microscopy

techniques, the interaction volume of the electrons and the sample surface are bounded

due to the limited penetration depths of the electrons, often less than 100 µm for SEM

and less than 1 µm for TEM [106]. For this reason, sample preparation requires the

removal of sections of the material until the region of interest is within 100 µm of the

free surface for SEM or the creation of thin films with a thickness below 1 µm from the

bulk sample for TEM. In both cases, the sample preparation process introduces one or

two free surfaces near the region of interest for SEM or TEM, respectively.

The regions of a sample adjacent to free surfaces are physically less constrained than

the regions within the bulk, thus prompting unique material behavior. A few works have

studied the influence of free surfaces on dislocations and the overall mechanical strength

and ductility. For example, Greer et al. suggested a “starvation model” that explains, for

thin samples, that the rate of dislocation loss at the free surface can exceed the dislocation

multiplication rate, resulting in a limited amount of dislocations available to carry out

plastic deformation, consequently hardening the material [108, 107, 109]. Others have

described a “truncation model”, whereby the truncation of Frank-Read sources by the

free surfaces lead to single-ended dislocation sources with shorter dislocations line lengths

that increase flow stress [102, 200, 201]. Experimental TEM evidence has indicated that

the escape of dislocations through free surfaces can result in stress, strain and dislocation
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density gradients between the bulk and surface of the sample [110, 111, 112]. The global

response of the specimen can be dominated by the surface regions when the sample

dimensions are reduced. These results are supported by computational finite element

method (FEM) analysis [113]. Furthermore, TEM has shown that free surfaces can

directly influence the distribution of dislocation pile-ups near the free surface, which

could consequently influence plastic response of the material when compared to the bulk

[114].

Computational efforts have also been made to describe the effects of free surfaces

on dislocation behavior. Atomistic studies have shown that, in thin samples, the image

forces on dislocations near free surfaces are different and can cause the Peierls stresses

for dislocation motion to be lower and dislocation mobility to be higher than in the bulk

[115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. Similar conclusions have been drawn using molecular dynamics

(MD) based methods [121, 120]. Molecular dynamics simulations have also shown that

the stress required for dislocation nucleation near free surfaces are lower than the bulk

[115]. Dislocation dynamics simulations have also been implemented in order to capture

image force effects on near-surface dislocations that assist in their fast ejection from the

surface [123, 124]. Crone et al. explained that voids, another source of free surfaces,

in Al provided weaker strengthening effects than predicted by classical calculations of

Lothe due to long-range image forces that act on the entire dislocation further away from

the free surface [125, 126]. While free surface effects on dislocation behavior has been a

topic of research for some time, the same treatment of free surfaces effects has not yet

been extended to deformation twinning. One study by Datta et al., using first-principles,

found that twins in Ni are harder to nucleate in thin films than the bulk due to the

localization of the electronic structure near free surfaces [127]. Unlike dislocations, the

dimensions of twins can be grain-scale, which can result in extensive long-range changes

in the local stress states [66]. Any effect of surfaces on local twin stresses can translate
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to a change in their propagation and growth. The experimentally measured stresses and

strains via SEM or TEM could be significantly different when compared to the interior

of the bulk sample. Thus, the observations and analysis derived from near free surface

techniques on lab scale samples may not directly translatable to the bulk.

In this work, a mesoscale crystal plasticity-based model is employed to quantify free-

surface effects and identify those specific regions around the twin that may be the most

affected and can influence further twin development. Free surface relaxations are shown

to enhance the stresses along the twin boundary and ahead of the twin tip that would

support propagation and growth under applied deformation. The results also find that

additional slip modes are activated as a result of the free surface. Comparison with

measurements of twin stresses in Ti demonstrates the substantial effect of free surface

on in-plane stress fields. These findings can help in bridging properties between lab-

scale samples and their bulk counterparts, and potentially reconcile differences between

modeling predictions and experimentally measured twin characteristics, such as stress

and volume fraction.

5.2 Modeling free surfaces

In the EVP-FFT framework, virtual free-surface formation is simulated in two steps,

closely mimicking the sample preparation process. First, the imposed macroscopic load

is lifted from the deformed unit cell. Then, a region of virtual material is “removed”

via relaxation under zero macroscopic stress until an equilibrium state is reached. The

former enforces the unloaded state of the specimen and is achieved in the EVP-FFT

simulation by maintaining zero macroscopic stress. The material removal via relaxation

is accomplished by reducing the elastic stiffness in the removed region of unit cell to-

wards zero, which approximates the response of a pseudo-vacuum. While the periodic
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boundary conditions are enforced, the presence of this pseudo-vacuum region mechani-

cally disconnects each unit cell from its periodic repetitions in the free surface normal

direction. By decreasing the elastic stiffness, the material becomes super compliant and

the related stresses decrease rapidly. In turn, these stresses affect the plastic strain in the

remaining material and new micromechanical fields are recalculated until a new energetic

equilibrium is reached. The simulation cell is re-equilibrated over five steps, during which

the free surface normal stresses are relaxed to zero. There are no appreciable differences

in the micromechanical fields with additional relaxation steps past five steps.

The aforementioned method for free surface creation and relaxation was used to

represent a situation that appears in either SEM or TEM analysis. In the SEM case, a

2D plane of interest is selected from the center of the bulk simulation cell. All material

on one side of the 2D plane are then removed, as described above, to introduce a free

surface. The calculated values along the newly created free surface are considered to be

affected by the free surface, like those measured experimentally. These predicted free-

surface fields only pertain to a thin volume of material near the free surface, as regions

far away from the free surface are expected to experience different fields. Accordingly,

the values along the same 2D plane within the bulk material, before the free surface

creation, represent the bulk response of the material. Similarly, in the TEM case, a thin

sheet of material (three voxels thick) is selected from the center of the 3D simulation cell.

All materials above and below the thin sheet are removed, introducing two free surfaces.

The calculated fields represent free-surface fields, while those generated in the same 2D

plane before material was removed are referred to as bulk fields. In contrast with SEM

samples, the predicted free-surface fields pertain to the entire TEM sample, since the foil

is sufficiently thin such that there are no appreciable gradients in the micro-mechanical

fields in the through-thickness direction.
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5.3 Material properties

The model only requires two sets of material parameters, the elastic constants and

CRSS values for the allowed slip modes. Two materials, pure Mg and commercially pure

Ti (grade II), are considered in the calculations that follow. The elastic constants C11,

C12, C13, C33 and C44, of Mg are 59.75, 23.24, 21.7, 61.7 and 16.39 GPa, respectively [168].

The prismatic ⟨a⟩, basal ⟨a⟩ and pyramidal ⟨c + a⟩ slip modes are made available with

constant CRSS of 35.7, 3.3, and 86.2 MPa, respectively [194]. Strain hardening is not

considered and, therefore, the CRSS values remain constant throughout the simulation.

For Ti, the elastic constants C11, C12, C13, C33 and C44 are 162.4, 92.0, 69.0, 180.7

and 46.7 GPa, respectively [168]. The CRSS values for the prismatic ⟨a⟩, basal ⟨a⟩ and

pyramidal ⟨c+ a⟩ slip modes are 90.5, 170.0 and 210.0 MPa, respectively [202].

5.4 Twin formation inside a bulk grain

First, a model twin microstructure is used to examine the changes induced by free

surface creation on the micromechanical fields around a twin in two different scenarios:

after unloading from the deformed state that induced the original twin and after addi-

tional external loading. In both cases, the fields from within the bulk and in a TEM film

are compared.

Figure 5.1a shows the 3D model simulation cell containing one {1012} tensile twin

(in red) embedded in a Mg grain (in gray). A buffer layer surrounding the cell is used

to represent the response of the surrounding polycrystalline material. Periodic bound-

ary conditions are applied in all directions. The cell size is 174x174x174 voxels and the

buffer layer is 24 voxels thick, sufficiently large to minimize effects of overlapping fields

from periodic images. The orientation of the grain, in Bunge convention, is (0◦, 46.7◦,
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0◦) orienting the c-axis of the parent crystal aligned at a 46.7◦ angle counter-clockwise

away from the +Z-direction in the YZ plane, as shown in the hexagonal inset in Figure

5.1d. Following the twin/matrix orientation relationship, the (0112) twin variant is ori-

ented with its twin-plane normal parallel with the Z-direction and the [0111] twin-shear

direction along the Y-direction.

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of an oblate spheroid twin embedded in a Mg
grain. a) The ellipsoidal twin (red) is formed in a parent matrix grain (gray). The
parent matrix is surrounded by a homogeneous layer (blue) with uniformly distributed
crystal orientations that approximates a polycrystalline medium. b) The red outline
highlights the 2D slice, parallel to the Y-Z plane, taken from the center of the simu-
lation cell. The values on this slice represent the bulk material response. c) A thin
film is formed by taking a central section out of the 3D simulation. The layers in
front and behind the thin film are “removed” by setting their elastic properties to
be super compliant. d) A 2D view down the center of the twin. 2D slices can be
taken from either the bulk (from Figure 1b) or at a free surface (from Figure 1c). The
crystallographic orientation of the parent matrix is shown in the hexagonal inset.

The grain without the twin is first subjected to a shear strain of 0.2% in the YZ-

direction, resulting in a twin-plane resolved shear stress (TRSS) of about 38 MPa. To

form the twin, the predetermined twin domain is reoriented according to its twinning

relationship with the parent matrix orientation, while under the applied strain. The

geometry of the twin resembles an oblate spheroid with a minor axis of 15 voxels and

a major axis of 60 voxels long. A characteristic twin shear of 12.9% is then slowly

incremented on the twin plane in the twin shear direction in order to form the twin over

2000 steps. In each step, the strain and stress tensor fields are calculated everywhere in
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the simulation cell using the EVP-FFT formulation presented in Chapter 2.

5.5 Stress relaxation during free surface formation

The stress fields on a 2D plane of interest within the bulk of the material and from the

same plane taken along the free surface are compared. A small region centered around the

twin tip, outlined in white dashed lines in Figure 5.1b and 5.1c, is taken for inspection;

this subsection is truncated on the left side at the center of the twin. In Figure 5.2, the

left column shows the stress fields in the bulk, the middle column shows those on the free

surface, and the right column shows the difference between the two. The twin boundary

is outlined in black for clarity.

The top row, Figure 5.2a-c, shows the normal stress out-of-plane in the X-direction,

σxx. The second row, Figure 5.2d-f, and third row, Figure 5.2g-i, show the in-plane

normal stress components in the Y-direction and Z-direction, σyy and σzz, respectively.

The positive regions, in red, indicate a tensile stress, while the negative regions, in blue,

represent compressive stresses. Inside the twinned region in the bulk, σxx is compressive

(Figure 5.2a), while σyy is near zero (Figure 5.2d) and σzz is tensile (Figure 5.2g). Both

above and below the center of the twin, the stresses are tensile. The regions above the

twin tip are tensile, while below the twin tip they are mostly compressive. Along the free

surface, the σxx field is uniformly zero everywhere (Figure 5.2b), as expected for a free

surface. The other two shear stress components, σxy and σxz, are also uniformly zero, as

expected, but not shown in the interest of space. In the free surface sample, we find that

the σyy and σzz fields are nearly identical (Figure 5.2e and 5.2h), and compared to the

same fields in bulk, the intensity of these stresses has reduced (Figure 5.2d and 5.2g).
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the simulated σxx, σyy, σzz and τTRSS stress field distri-
bution found within the bulk (left column) and within the thin film (middle column).
The right column shows the difference in stress levels between the bulk and the thin
film. a-c) corresponds to σxx. d-f) corresponds to σyy. g-i) corresponds to σzz. j-l)
corresponds to τTRSS .

5.6 TRSS fields in the bulk vs at the free surface

Figures 5.2j and 5.2k show the twin plane resolved shear stress, τTRSS, fields around a

twin lying in the bulk and at the free surface, respectively. Both fields are heterogeneous

in stark contrast to the homogeneous τTRSS field of∼ 38 MPa across the crystal before the

twin was formed. In the case of the bulk twin, the τTRSS in regions inside and immediately
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surrounding the twin are negative, meaning that they act in the anti-twinning sense. The

drop in stress from 38 MPa before twinning to the severe anti-twinning values (e.g., −85

MPa) signifies a strong “backstress” [203, 132, 176]. When generated along the twin

boundary, this backstress restricts thickening of the twin or growth normal to the twin

plane. At the same time, a positive τTRSS, ∼ 60 MPa, develops in the crystal in front of

the twin and is the strongest directly at the twin tip. This “forward stress” drives the twin

tip to propagate. These results agree well with previously reported works [203, 132, 185].

The τTRSS field in the thin film for the same 2D plane shows many interesting differ-

ences compared to those in the bulk. As seen in Figure 5.2l, the TRSS fields in the thin

film have increased everywhere compared to the bulk, in ways that generally support

twin tip propagation and thickening. Notably, the strong forward stress concentration

directly in front of the twin increases to 70 MPa from ∼ 60 MPa, and the regions above

and below the twin tip that were previously negative (anti-twinning) in the bulk have

become positive (for twinning). Inside the twin domain and near the twin boundaries,

where the values of the backstress were the most severe, the TRSS fields have increased

to about −30 MPa, reaching values almost three times higher in thin film than that in

the bulk.

5.7 Plastic accommodation in the bulk vs at the free

surface

The stresses generated both inside and outside the twin region are sufficient to locally

activate slip. In the case of the twin in the bulk, Figure 5.3a-c identifies the total shear

strain from each slip mode in Mg: basal ⟨a⟩, prismatic ⟨a⟩, and pyramidal-I ⟨c+ a⟩ slip

modes. Generally, basal slip in the surrounding parent matrix accommodates most of
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local deformation imposed by the twin. Relatively large amounts of basal slip accumulate

in regions that radiate diagonally from the twin tip (Figure 5.3a), while prismatic slip is

limited (Figure 5.3b) and pyramidal-I slip is only activated inside the twin region (Figure

5.3c).

To identify the types of dislocations that would be promoted ahead of the (stationary)

twin under further loading and/or twin development, Figure 5.3d-f presents the fields of

maximum absolute resolved shear stress (RSS) among the slip systems belonging to each

slip mode. The maximum RSS serves to indicate the slip system most likely to activate,

however, not the only system that could be activated. It can be seen in Figure 5.3d that

the driving stress for basal slip is highly concentrated in regions that lie diagonally from

the twin tip and are close to the CRSS of 3.3 MPa, suggesting basal activation is likely.

Basal slip is not likely, however, in the twin domain, where the driving stress is almost

zero. The RSS field for prismatic slip in Figure 5.3e is split into two regions separated by

a diagonal centered at the twin tip. In neither regime is prismatic slip likely. The stresses

in the upper left region reach ∼ 21 MPa and within the twin are ∼ 25 MPa, both below

the CRSS of 35.7 MPa. The RSS field for pyramidal-I slip is moderately high within the

twin, in the matrix near the twin boundary, and concentrated at the twin tip, as seen

in Figure 5.3f; however, they are still well below the CRSS of 86.2 MPa, indicating that

they are not likely to be activated. According to this analysis, basal slip was the only

slip mode that the twin stress fields promote in the bulk.

Starting with the twin in the bulk, the creation of free surfaces is simulated by relaxing

the stresses in the out-of-plane directions to zero to mimic the conditions of a thin

film. Figure 5.3g-i presents the total plastic accommodation by each slip mode of the

microstructure that occurred only from the introduction of the free surfaces. As seen in

Figure 5.3g, the free surface creation develops concentrated regions of basal slip activity

that lie diagonal from the twin tip. Similarly, plastic strain accumulated by prismatic
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slip in a region extending diagonally across the twin tip, moving from the bottom-left

to top-right, see Figure 5.3h, although to a much lesser degree than basal slip. A little

plastic strain by pyramidal slip is predicted to accumulate in a concentrated region just

at the twin tip, Figure 5.3i.

In contrast to bulk RSS fields (Figures 5.3d-f), Figure 5.3j-l show the maximum

absolute RSS distributions in the thin film for the most stressed basal, prismatic, and

pyramidal-I slip systems. These RSS fields help to identify the slip activity promoted

by twinning in the thin film. Similarly to the bulk case (Figure 5.3d), in the thin film

(Figure 5.3j) the maximum RSS for basal slip is strongly concentrated in fine regions em-

anating diagonally from the twin tip, with values at the CRSS of 3.3 MPa. Additionally,

moderately high levels of RSS develop in the parent matrix but little driving stress for

basal slip develop within the twin region itself. The prismatic RSS fields for the thin film

(Figure 5.3k) have completely reversed from those in the bulk (Figure 5.3e). The driving

stresses in the upper left region, that were previously high in the bulk, have been reduced

while the regions in the bottom right, that were previously low, have been enhanced. In

Figure 5.3k, the RSS almost reaches the CRSS, suggesting prismatic slip activity in a

concentrated region radiating diagonally from the twin tip. Lastly, Figure 5.3l shows

the maximum RSS distribution for pyramidal slip in the thin film. In the bulk (Figure

5.3f) the regions of maximum pyramidal RSS that were previously highest were inside

twin domain. In contrast, in the thin film (Figure 5.3l) the pyramidal RSS values in the

twin are relatively low, around 25 MPa. At the same time, the stress concentration at

the twin tip in the parent crystal has increased to about 65 MPa. However, it is still

not sufficient to activate pyramidal slip. Thus, in the thin film, both prismatic slip and

basal slip are activated ahead of the twin, unlike in the bulk, where only basal slip was

activated.
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Figure 5.3: The total accumulated slip that develops as a result of the initial exter-
nally applied load and the formation of the twin. The values represent the sum of
the accumulated slip amongst all a) basal, b) prismatic, and c) pyramidal type-I slip
systems. The distribution of maximum absolute RSS amongst the (d) basal, (e) pris-
matic, and (f) pyramidal systems in the bulk. The total plastic slip accumulated only
during the free surface relaxation process for g) basal, h) prismatic, and i) pyramidal
slip. The distribution of maximum absolute RSS in the (j) basal, (k) prismatic, and
(l) pyramidal systems in the free surface.

5.8 Twin thickening in the bulk vs in a thin film

Next, the difference in the propensity for twin propagation and growth between the

twin in the bulk and in the thin film under additional externally applied load is inves-

tigated. In simulation, the same shear is applied to both the bulk sample, Figure 5.1b,

and the thin film sample, Figure 5.1c. Figure 5.4 compares the TRSS fields that develop

from deforming the bulk sample with those from deforming the thin film. In both cases,

an external shear of 0.2% is applied along the Y-direction (parallel to twinning shear) in

the Z-plane (parallel to the twinning plane). The two fields show many differences. In

the bulk, the TRSS is negative inside the twin matrix and along the lateral regions of

the twin just outside the twin boundary in the parent matrix, with values of about −34

MPa. At the same time, the TRSS in the thin film is positive everywhere inside the twin

and the surrounding parent matrix, with values of about 40 MPa. In the bulk, the values

were negative for these same regions. In both cases, a cone-shaped stress concentration

region develops at the twin tip, reaching values of 70 MPa and 88 MPa for the bulk and

thin film cases, respectively. In the bulk case, the regions just above and below the twin

tip are near zero, while the same regions in the thin film case reach up to 70 MPa. Thus,

the twin loaded in a thin film has a higher propensity to propagate forward and grow

thicker than the same twin loaded in bulk.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the TRSS fields that develop with additional macroscopic
YZ-shear straining applied after the twin has been formed. TRSS fields that develop
when deforming the (a) bulk and (b) thin-film virtual samples.

5.9 Free surface effects on twin morphology

The calculated TRSS field changes shown in Figure 5.2l indicate that the local driving

forces for twin development are altered by the free surface. Under the same continued

loading, a twin in the bulk could, therefore, grow and adopt a different morphology

than the same twin observed in the thin film. In the bulk, in Figure 5.2j, the twin

domain and the parent matrix near and along the twin boundaries experience large back

stresses, resisting twin thickening normal to the twin plane. The region in front of the

twin, however, is highly positively stressed, promoting lengthwise twin tip propagation.

In contrast, in the thin film, as depicted in Figure 5.2k, the regions inside the twin

and along the twin boundaries experiences less anti-twinning stress. The backstresses in

these regions are up to three times weaker in the thin film than in the bulk, providing

less resistance to twin thickening. Consequently, twins in the bulk should have higher

aspect ratios (i.e., thinner twins) than twins near free surfaces.

Reduced backstresses in the lateral regions of the twin imply that thickening of the

twin near free surfaces would receive less resistance than inside the bulk, potentially re-
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sulting in larger twin volume fractions near the surface under an applied load. This trend

is consistent with some experimental observations of twins in AZ31 Mg alloys. The twin

volume fraction obtained through near-free surface techniques, such as EBSD in an SEM,

on AZ31 deformed to 0.2% strain is approximately 3.5% [204]. In the same material (same

alloying and texture) and loading condition, neutron diffraction techniques measured a

twin volume fraction more than 50% lower in the interior of an AZ31 alloy deformed to

0.2% strain [40]. While some differences may be expected due to the assumptions these

techniques made in extracting twin volume fractions, they cannot explain the substantial

drop. Free surface effects could have helped make twin growth easier by increasing the

driving force for twinning all around the twin boundary.

Additionally, the analysis suggests that the shape of the twin tip could differ between

the bulk twin and the thin film twin. In Figure 5.2k for the thin film, we observe that the

regions directly above and below the twin tip in thin film have approximately 20 MPa

TRSS. In the bulk case, however, the same regions in Figure 5.2d, have backstresses of

about −35 MPa. The introduction of free surfaces may cause this region to twin, while

if it remained in the bulk, this event would be unlikely. In this case, the newly developed

positive TRSS immediately surrounding the twin tip could be sufficient to alter the twin

morphology, resulting in a severely blunted twin tip in the thin film case when compared

to the bulk.

5.10 Free surface effects on slip activity

The results in Figure 5.3a-c indicate that mainly basal slip accommodates the twin

in the matrix while pyramidal slip occurs only in the twin and prismatic slip is limited

everywhere. However, as seen in Figure 5.3g-i, by introducing free surfaces, basal and

prismatic slip can be locally induced. The analysis points to a tendency for surface
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characterization techniques to overestimate the amount of basal and prismatic slip around

twin tips since some amount of dislocations will arise solely due to the free surface

relaxation. This is further complicated by the disparity in the maximum RSS among

prismatic and pyramidal slip systems in the bulk, Figure 5.3e-f, and in the free surface,

Figure 5.3k-l. In the bulk, Figure 5.3e-f, the RSS for prismatic and pyramidal slip are

insufficient to activate but are still substantial, within 20% of the CRSS. Under more

complex microstructures and loading conditions, the regions with enhanced prismatic

and pyramidal RSS may activate. However, these enhanced stresses diminish greatly

in the free surface. Instead, other regions become more favorable for prismatic and

pyramidal slip, Figure 5.3k and 5.3l, respectively. Recent work by Jiang et al., show

both ⟨a⟩ and ⟨c+a⟩ dislocations are observed at the twin front during in-situ deformation

that coincides well with the predicted regions of enhanced RSS on basal, prismatic, and

pyramidal slip systems in the thin film, seen in Figure 5.3j-l [163]. Observations of plastic

accommodation of twins made with near surface techniques may not be translatable to

twin/matrix plastic behavior inside the bulk. Evidently, the stress fields around twins

are complex and the introduction of free surfaces near twins can dramatically change the

stress fields.

5.11 Free surface effects on twin propagation

Next, the stress fields that develop after additional external load is applied to both

the bulk and thin film containing the same twin is discussed. Three interesting features

indicate different twinning behavior due to the free surface. First, backstresses still

persist in the twin and the nearby surrounding parent matrix of the bulk, inhibiting

twin growth, seen in Figure 5.4a. At the same time, in the thin film, Figure 5.4b, the

stresses in the same regions show no backstresses, implying that twins near free surfaces
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can grow thicker with a more blunted twin tip. Secondly, the forward stresses at the

twin tip are stronger in the thin film case than the bulk, implying that the driving force

for twin propagation is higher as well. Lastly, the TRSS fields that develop in the thin

film are not symmetric about the twinning shear direction, unlike the bulk case. In the

bulk material, the strongest TRSS concentration occurs at the twin tip; however, in the

thin film case, both the twin front and region above the twin tip experience strong stress

concentrations.

Deforming the thin film caused the development of inhomogeneous stress distributions

around the twin, especially near the twin tip. These local stress concentrations may be

enough to initiate twins of different variants to emit from the twin boundary or cause

section of the twin front to propagate earlier than others. This might help to explain

why many twin embryos are seen to be emitted from twin boundaries during some in-situ

deformation studies [163]. Additionally, the heterogenous driving forces may cause the

twin tip to propagate asymmetrically about the twinning shear direction upon loading.

5.12 Free surface effects on twin boundary charac-

teristics

Thus far, our analyses of twin growth have been based on the sign and severity of

TRSS fields near and along the coherent twin boundaries (CTB) of the lamellae. However,

in some parts of the twin, particularly near its tip region, the twin boundary structure

can be faceted and comprised of basal-prismatic (BP) or prismatic-basal (PB) boundaries

that separate CTBs [205, 206, 138, 207]. Unlike the CTBs, the formation and migration

of BP and PB boundaries are controlled by the normal stresses acting on these planes.

In Mg, the separation of basal and prismatic planes are 5.21 Åand 5.55 Å, respectively
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[203]. Thus, to migrate BP or PB boundaries, the normal stresses need to be tensile or

compressive, respectively. Figure 5.5 illustrates the stresses, σBP and σPB, normal to the

BP and PB boundaries that drive their mobility, respectively.

TEM observations of PB/BP facets in twin boundaries report facets several nm

long [205, 206, 208, 209, 189, 210]. These lengths are significantly greater than pre-

dictions by atomistic simulations, where the facets are on the order of 4-6 atoms long

[209, 211, 189, 212, 198, 72]. TEM measurements on thin foils are influenced by the

free surface, while most atomistic simulations employ periodic boundary conditions that

better approximates a bulk response. To determine whether free surface effects can help

to explain the observed differences, we calculate the σBP and σPB fields taken within a

plane in the bulk with that from an identical plane in a thin foil. In Figure 5.5, the left

column shows the σBP and σPB stress fields in the bulk, the middle column shows those

on the free surface, and the right column shows the difference between the two. The red

regions indicate a positive tensile stress, while the blue regions represent a compressive

stress. As seen in Figures 5.5a and 5.5d, in the bulk, σBP and σPB along the twin bound-

ary are compressive and tensile, respectively, which is unfavorable for the formation and

migration of the facets. After the creation of the free surface, however, σBP increases by

about 40 MPa and σPB decreases by about 70 MPa, Figures 5.5c and 5.5F, respectively.

This suggests that introducing free surfaces can help migrate the facets, consequently

leading to longer facets, schematically illustrated in Figures 5.5g and 5.5h. The more

favorable stress conditions near free surfaces can thus help to provide an explanation

for the discrepancies between measurement and atomistic simulation calculations of twin

facet size.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of normal stresses to PB and BP facets within the bulk
(left column) and within the thin film (middle column). The right column shows
the difference in stress levels between the bulk and the thin film. First and second
rows correspond to stresses normal to BP and PB facets, respectively. Schematic
representation of BP and/or PB facets in the bulk (g) and at the free surface (h).

5.13 Bridging free surface effects between lab-scale

observations and bulk response

Additional surface relaxation calculations are performed in comparison with direct

experimental measurements of twin stresses across a grain boundary in Ti [9]. Basu et al.

employed a correlative technique using EBSD with DIC on commercial grade II titanium

deformed at room temperature in an in-situ four-point-bend test [9]. The surface of the

specimen was prepared for EBSD prior to deformation. Using DIC, they mapped the
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grains in a small region of the microstructure in the twinned polycrystalline Ti sample,

shown in the Figure 5.6a, taken from the tensile surface of the bent specimen strained to

18%.

This same region is digitized to create a pseudo-3D microstructure, consisting of

columnar grains extending in the out-of-plane direction for simulation. The simulation

cell size is 5x210x310 voxels. For the twin in the model, the twin shear direction and twin

plane normal lie in-plane as in the experiment [9]. The microstructure was compressed by

18% in the normal direction, out-of-plane. We consider two cases; the first one has a free

surface on one side, formed by removing two layers in the out of plane direction, designed

to compare directly with the EBSD-DIC measurement, and the second case considers the

same twin but, hypothetically, in the bulk far from the free surface. Figure 5.6c compares

the TRSS fields, taken along the line AB illustrated in the Figure 5.6b, crossing from

a twinned region to the neighboring grain. The red symbols show the experimentally

measured TRSS, the blue dots show the calculated TRSS in the free surface, and the

black dots show the calculated bulk TRSS taken from a 2D slice at the center of the whole

simulation cell. Compared to the experimentally measured values, the TRSS at the free

surface (blue symbols) give a better comparison both qualitatively and quantitatively

than those calculated within the bulk (black symbols).

The calculations show that the effect of the free surface is to lower the backstresses

and stress concentrations produced in the neighboring grain at the twin/grain boundary

junction. At the simulated free surface inside the twin but away from the grain bound-

ary, TRSS levels of about −53 MPa are predicted, in good agreement with experimental

observations of about −50 MPa. Calculated values inside the bulk predict TRSS levels of

about −100 MPa. Experimentally, the negative TRSS inside the twin decreased moving

towards the grain boundary. A small TRSS gradient is predicted along the free surface

case, while almost no TRSS gradient arises within the bulk simulation. In the neighbor-
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ing grain, the calculated free surface TRSS reaches a maximum of about 60 MPa and

decreases moving away from the grain boundary. This decay is also in good agreement

with experimental observation, where the maximum TRSS is about 50 MPa and decreases

moving away from the grain boundary. Similar trends were observed in the bulk of the

simulation, however, with a higher maximum of ∼ 90 MPa and a larger gradient. The

results in Figure 5.6 help to validate the effectiveness of taking into account free surface

effects in the accurate representation of simulated materials. Furthermore, this approach

offers a way to gain insight that may help to bridge a connection between the results

obtained from lab-scale samples and what can be expected in their bulk counterparts.

While overall good agreement is achieved when free surfaces are modeled, some quan-

titative differences are noted. The calculated near grain boundary stresses deviate slightly

in value, a difference that can be attributed to the fact that the actual grain boundaries

are much more complex and more morphologically rough than those represented in the

model. The overlapping fields from nearby twins seen in EBSD were not included in the

simulation and it is possible that these are non-negligible [65]. The modeling method

introduces a perfectly flat free surface, one that does not account for any surface dam-

age effects commonly associated with sample preparation, such as mechanical polishing,

electrochemical polishing or ion beam milling and are highly dependent on the material

itself [106, 213]. Both the deformation and sample preparation may have introduced some

strain hardening, while, for simplicity, no strain hardening was considered in these calcu-

lations. Last, apart from in-plane sources, there is the influence of out-of-plane differences

between the sample and model. Without information on the subsurface structure, the

present model is quasi-3D columnar and the constraints on the surface grains from those

neighbor grains below the sample surface may not be the same.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the calculated and measured TRSS fields across a
grain boundary in polycrystalline Ti. a) EBSD image of the region of interest taken
from Basu et al. [9] with the twin tip and grain boundary circled in black. b) Shows
the digitized microstructure used for the EVP-FFT simulation. Only one twin is
simulated in order to isolate the stress fields produced from the twin. c) Comparison
between calculated TRSS levels in the bulk (black) and at the simulated free surface
(blue) and the experimentally measure values (red) measured along line AB seen in
Figure 6b.

5.14 Summary

In this study, a full-field crystal-plasticity based elasto-visco-plastic fast-Fourier-transform

(EVP-FFT) model was used to simulate the effects of free surfaces on the stress fields

developing in and around a twin. The results help to forecast how these effects may

influence slip activity and further twin propagation and growth. In close approximation

to TEM sample preparation, a model thin film was sectioned from the center of the

simulation cell by removing material on both sides of the film in order to simulate the

creation of free surfaces. Material removal was accomplished by setting the materials on

both sides the thin film to be elastically isotropic and super compliant, approximating

the response of a vacuum.

The model provides for calculations of the micromechanical fields that would develop
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during different stages typically involved in characterization. First, in the bulk sample

after twinning, then in the thin film sample after free surface relaxation. Later, the bulk

twinned material and the thin film material containing a twin are independently loaded

to study how the twin may continue developing in each. Overall, the results predict

different behavior between the bulk and thin film responses. The following conclusions

are drawn:

1. Free surface relaxation, in general, increases TRSS fields inside and surrounding

twin, thus enhancing twin tip propagation and twin thickening. Also, twin tip

blunting and asymmetric propagation are promoted near free surfaces relative to

the same twin in bulk. Twin volume fractions in the interior of the bulk may be

much lower than commonly reported by microscopy observations.

2. Under further loading, the results suggest that twins near free surfaces would tend

to assume a lower aspect ratio (twin length in shear direction/twin thickness in the

normal direction) than in the bulk, resulting in thicker twins with blunted tips.

3. Twin boundary structure can be influenced by free surfaces. Basal/prismatic (BP)

and prismatic/basal (PB) facets migration are promoted near free surfaces, result-

ing in longer facets than in the bulk. This may help to reconcile some discrepancies

between TEM observations and atomistic simulations.

4. The introduction of free surfaces itself is sufficient to activate basal, prismatic and

pyramidal slip in localized regions ahead of the twin. That is, basal slip is concen-

trated in two localized bands emanating diagonally from the twin tip. Prismatic

slip is concentrated in a single thin band centered at the twin tip. Pyramidal-I slip

is slightly produced at the twin tip.
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5. The plastic response of the twin matrix and the surrounding parent matrix is dif-

ferent in the bulk when compared to a thin film.

(a) Basal slip activates more readily in the thin film due to higher driving stresses.

(b) Prismatic slip is possible inside the twin in the bulk, but less likely in twin in

the thin film due to reduced driving stresses from free surface relaxation. Free

surface relaxation activates prismatic slip at the twin tip in the thin film that

would otherwise not be activated in the bulk.

(c) Pyramidal slip is imminent inside the twin and the surrounding parent matrix

in the bulk, but free surface relaxation reduces the driving stresses, making

pyramidal slip in these regions unlikely in the thin film. At the same time, free

surface relaxation enhances the driving force for pyramidal slip at the twin tip

when compared to the bulk.

By simulating free surface relaxations, computed micromechanical fields become quan-

titatively and qualitatively more comparable to experimentally measured values taken

from near free surface techniques, such as SEM and TEM. Elucidating the differences

in these fields could help in translating experimentally measured values to bulk material

behavior, which allows for an efficient and accelerated design of materials for industrial

applications. This study focused on {1012} tensile twinning in Mg and Ti, however, the

findings of this study can be extended to other twinning modes in other material sys-

tems, since micromechanical fields originate from the twin reorientation and shear that

is intrinsic among all twins, although to varying degrees.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

for future work

6.1 Summary and conclusions

Magnesium alloys have garnered much attention due to the growing need in the trans-

portation industry, and other industries, where structural metals that are simultaneously

strong and lightweight can provide tremendous benefits for improving energy efficiency

[12, 17]. However, a major limiting factor that has prevented the widespread applica-

tion of magnesium components has been its limited formability and, in general, complex

deformation behaviors [17, 28]. Unlike traditional metals, such as steel and aluminum,

magnesium alloys tend to deform by both dislocation mediated slip and twinning. The

development of twins has been shown to strongly affect the microstructure, texture de-

velopment [214, 215, 22, 23], ductility [46, 22], strength [214, 215], and stability [46, 24]

of magnesium and its alloys.

The objectives of this research were to investigate the interactions between developing

twins and commonly encountered microstructural features found in Mg alloys, such as
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precipitates and free surfaces. An EVP-FFT model was used to isolate the interactions

between individually and sequentially propagating twins during the early stages of twin-

ning. The resulting stresses generated by the interactions have been quantified and local

regions have been identified as likely sites for the nucleation of new twins. A new twin

formed in one of these sites, across from the impinging twin, was shown to enable the

growth of the primary twin by relaxing the backstresses around the twin and generating

dislocations along the twin boundary. A two-step twin growth mechanism is proposed

that enables the growth of large twin domains in a field of precipitates, whereby: first

an incoming twin becomes arrested at a precipitate, then a second twin nucleates on the

other side of the precipitate (across from the first twin). Key microstructural features,

such as precipitate length, thickness, and spacing, are identified that influence that pro-

liferation of twins in Mg alloys. With the advanced understanding of how twins interact

with elastically hard precipitates, it is expected that results from this work may provide

guidance in the design and processing of future Mg alloys with optimized precipitate

distributions, geometry and sizes.

Finally, the effects of free surfaces on the stress fields and strain accommodation by

slip around twins are revealed using the EVP-FFT model as well. It was shown that free

surface relaxation can induce plasticity along the twin boundaries and at the twin tips.

Free surfaces were shown significantly alter the stress states in and around twins, which

strongly influences how the surround parent matrix can plastically accommodate the twin

and the ability of the twin boundaries to migrate, which ultimately effects the geometry

of the twin. Furthermore, it was shown that twins propagating in close-proximity to free

surfaces may develop asymmetrically and with higher aspect ratios. By simulating free

surface relaxation, the calculations yield closer predictions to experimentally measured

values, proving additional confidence for the model to accurately represent material be-

havior. The differences in twinning and slip behavior at free surfaces compared to the
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interior of a bulk specimen may aid the interpretation of analysis made using SEM and

TEM techniques, that intrinsically have free surfaces effect. The model can be used as a

tool to help bridge a connection between the lab-scale samples and bulk material behav-

ior. The improvement and enhancement of the ability to model material behavior can

help expedite the engineering of materials for industrial applications.

6.2 Recommendations for future work

The EVP-FFT modeling framework has been implemented to advance the under-

standing of how deformation twins interact with precipitates and free surfaces. However,

there are remains many unanswered questions. The following ideas are recommended for

future investigation:

1. Investigation of the interactions between 3D twin domains and precipitates. The

present studies have involved twins whose twin plane normal and twin shear di-

rection lie in-plane, thus allowing for a 2D columnar microstructure simplification

with fields that match closely to those obtainable through SEM- and TEM-based

techniques. However, twins are 3D by nature, can vary in size, be at various stages

of development, and can develop complex geometries. The shape of the twin in the

out-of-plane direction can influence the local stress fields that develop. The effect of

the 3D geometry of the twin can be easily implemented into the EVP-FFT frame-

work, however, at greater computational costs. The study could be complimented

by non-destructive 3D X-ray or neutron diffraction analysis of twinned samples in

order to capture the full internal stress/strain tensors.

2. Investigations of the interactions between larger propagating twins and precipi-

tates. The present studies have involved the interactions with newly propagated
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twins and precipitates. These twins are relatively thin in comparison to the large

dimensions of the precipitates. The effects of larger in-plane and out-of-plane twin

dimensions should be investigated to reveal the effects of precipitates on propa-

gating with of varying sizes at different stages of development. Furthermore, the

shape of the propagating twin front as it impinges a precipitate can influence the

micromechanical fields that develop around the twin and precipitate. For relatively

thin twins, the twin front can be approximated as a needle-like shape, however, for

relative large twins, the twin front can be sharp or blunted. These effects need to

be considered in order to fully understand how precipitates can influence twinning.

3. Investigations of different precipitate types and shapes.

• The precipitates considered here involve the Mg17Al12 plate-shaped basal-

precipitate. However, depending on the alloying and heat treatment processes

[84, 4, 160], many other precipitates may also form, such as rod-shaped pre-

cipitates in Mg-Zn alloys [216] and plate-shaped precipitates on the prismatic

planes [217]. The geometry, habit plane, size, and distribution of precipitates

have been shown to have significant effects on their ability to strengthen dis-

location slip [83, 81, 82]. Similar treatment needs to be extended towards

precipitates effects on twinning. A study by Liu et al. [97] has begun in-

vestigating the effects of precipitate shape, orientation and distribution. An

in-depth look at an isolated twin-precipitate interactions may also be insightful

in revealing the important factors that influence twin development.

• Precipitation occurs through both discontinuous precipitation, which takes

place at grain boundaries, and continuous precipitation, which takes place in

the parent matrix. In these studies, only precipitate found in the center of a

grain has been considered, however, the interaction between twins and pre-
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cipitates found at the grain boundary be more complicated due to the nature

of the grain boundary and close-proximity of a neighboring grain. Recently,

Anthony et al. [134] had shown that grain boundary precipitates of varying

sizes and geometries can influence the likelihood for twin transmission across

the grain boundary. Further investigations into grain boundary misorientation

and grain boundary structure are needed.

• It is typically observed that the Mg17Al12 plate-shaped basal-precipitate de-

forms elastically [99, 169]. However, other precipitates, such as c-axis rod-

shaped precipitates, have been observed to shear by basal slip [218]. It is

important to consider both precipitates that deform elastically and plasti-

cally since it would influence their ability to relax internal stresses and harden

against slip and twinning. In comparison to individual dislocations impinging

against a precipitate, a propagating twin carries with it much larger shears

and more intense stress concentrations. Thus, precipitate-twin interactions

may shear precipitates more readily than precipitate-dislocation interactions.

4. Investigations of contraction twins. In this work and many others, tensile twins are

the focus due to their prevalence at room temperature and strong effects on the

overall mechanical behavior of the material. However, contraction twins are also

important since they accommodate c-axis compression, an important consideration

for industrial applications since the thinning of textured sheets inevitably involves

shortening of the c-axis of some grains [51]. Contraction twins can appear as com-

plex double twins and have been shown to cause unique premature failure [51].

The severity of internal micromechanical fields from contraction twins in combina-

tion with its relevance in industrial applications merits its further consideration for

study.
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5. Investigations of different material systems. The bulk of work presented here was

concerned with the most common precipitate found in AZ91, due to its relevance

as a lightweight structural material. However, ubiquity of the conclusions made

from the study of precipitate-twin interactions in AZ91 presented here should be

cross-referenced with other material systems where twinning is a prevalent defor-

mation mode, such as in Ti and Zr. In doing so, important material properties

that influence twin-precipitate interactions can be revealed. For example, Zr and

Ti have different plastic deformation behavior, which could potentially alter the

conclusions.
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